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PREFACE 
The reconstruction period in Tennessee was dominated by the Union­
ists of the eastern part ot the atate. It is the purpose o£ this study 
to show the resul. ta o£ 'thia domination &8 reflected in social �m.d economic 
conditions, education, and the status et the Negro in the home region or 
the East Tennessee leaders. 
The writer is greatly indebted to Professor Stanley J. Folmsbee tor 
m&JV help.f'ul suggestions and criticisms in the preparation ot this study 
and tor the use of a chapter in his unpublished history or the tJhi versi ty 
· ot Tennessee. The librarians o£ the llcClung Collection, Lawson KcOhee 
Library, were also extremely helpful. in locating pertinent source material, 
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l3E'l'WEE11 WAR AND PEACE: SEPTEWER 186,3 TO KARCH 1865 
Thirty countieal or the eastern portion or 'l'enne:Jaee bounded on the 
nst by the westerly limite of Scott, )(O):'gan• Ro'Ule, Rhea, Bleds.oe1 Sequat,... 
chie, and. larion counties have been tr$di.tionally referred to as "East 
Tennessee .. " More than the usual deg�ee ot sectional dif'terentie.tion hu 
been implied 1n the use ot this term. East Tennessee has differed at � 
ti.lles and in many ways tram th• other parts ot the state. Its histoey has 
shown such dissimilar trends that it sometimes seems almost mil"aouloua that 
it relllains to this w:riting a part or the same state with Kid.dle and West 
Tennessee. 
This 11 tuation tollo� naturally flroa geographical taetors. Koun­
t.u.noue terrain over most of East, Tennessee made S'Ull holdings the dominant 
mode of land ownership here. Slavery and the pl.Mtation qstem never 
a.chieved supremacy over the social and econoiiiio Uf'e ot this region as they-
did in the other patts of the .state and in the South a' a whole. Antislavery 
movements flourished here from the beginning of statehood until the decade 
prior to the 01 vU W&l". Popular education had its strongest chap ions here. 
)(ov•enta toward a tree-labor capitalistic economy arose as 6arly ae the 
When the "1n•vitable conflict'' approached in the 1850's East Tennes1ee 
was a bulwark of thion18Zil. Ita representati vee 1n Congress tavored 
1 The n\lllber has varied as formation ot new counties and mergers 
have occurred. At this writing the m�er is thirty-tw. 
compromis$ measures to avert ileoession movern�ts. It supported Bell in the 
campa.1gn of 1860. When the Harris governtllent of the state sponsored refer­
endums on the secession issue East Tennessee twice voted o�erwhelming� to� 
the Union, the last time being a.t'ter the fall of Fort Stetel'", in the elec­
tion of June a, l86l. 
Overruled. by the avalanche or secessionist votes h'om Middle and 
West Tennessee in June, 1861, the leaders or East Tennessee still did not 
yield. They aet in convention at Greeneville on June 17, 1861, denounced '+ 
the election of June 8 as fraudulent, and memorialised the state legislature 
to permit the withdrawal of East Tennessee trom the rest or the state. !hia 
move failing, Eaet Tennesseans adopted a program of obstructing the Con­
federate war ettort and appealing 'to President Lincoln tor military aid. 
In the congressional elections of 1861, held alter Tennessee had affiliated 
with the Confederacy 1 all three success.tul candidates in East Tennessee 
were Uirl.onists. All three tried to take their seats in Washington, and two 
-nre eventually euccesaful. Meanwhile Andrew -.!ohnson reta.ined his seat in 
the lhited States Senate. WUliam G. Brownlow, who had consistently and tm­
com.promisingly -wielded his editor'i&l pen for the cause of the Union in pre­
war years, continued to publish "treason" to the Confederacy in his Knoxvill• 
l'lhi.g. Armed bands .formed and driUcJ secretly, and thousands made their wa;y 
to lentuclq to join the Federal arm;y. Escaped Yankee prisoners were aided 
in traversing an '*underground railroad,. through Knoxville.2 A scheme for 
destroying bridges on the important railwqs was concocted and partially 
carried out. 
2 w. B. Hesseltine, "The Underground Railroad from Oonf'ederate Prisons 
to Eaat Tennesaee1" East Tennessee Histor1cal Society's Publications No. J 
(Knoxville, 1930), P• 61. 
) 
Such .otiVities led to the occupat�on ot Ea$t Tennesse by Confeder­
ate troops and a gradually sharpened terror aaainst Unionists. Bridge 
burnere were hanged, ancl hundred of lesser ot.f'enders found their wq. into 
local jails or the Confederate prison at Tuacalooa•1 Alabama. 
Supporters ot th� Confederacy in East Tennessee -...re !m the minorit;r, � 
but the;r had power and in.tluence greatly disproportionate to their nl.Dibers 
In the ma1n they were of the walthy and aristocratic cl.e.ssea living in or 
near the towns and Cities. The tlnion:iert.a, on the other hand, came f'rom. the , .... 
f 
yeomanry or the rural and mountainous regions, Since there had developed no , 4 
city working c::lass ot any proportions,. in many respect• the war in East Ten-
(() J v-t ·-< 
noasee assumed the character of a class struggle between the rural small 
holders and the plantation owners of the towns and cities. Such economic 
factors added to the bitterness or the contl.ict. Slaveholders regarded 
Unionists as el.ezaents deeirou11 of upsetting sacred pr()J)erty relations1 as 
leiVellers, the equivalent or modern oonnmmists and aooialiett • .3 an the 
other hand, the Unionists, while not so clear-cut in their position, tended 
to regard the slaveowners as their exploiters. •we ean never live in a 
southern confederacy and be J:l&de the hewers ot wood and drawers of water .f'or 
a set of aristocrats and overbearing tyrants," said Parson B wnlmr, who wu 
the outstanding spokesman for. the Unionists. 4 thus• the �enl ttQivil war• 
was probably more applicable to What took place in Ea$t tennessee than to 
any other phase of the wJa;r. 
186Q-1.86 
In Septembel"1 186), the long ettol"ts ot Andrew Johnson, Horace �­
n.rd, and other East Tennessee leaders boJ"e !rui.t in the occupation of 
Kno.xv:Ule by General Ambrose J!;. Burnside. The reoeption of the latter waa 
enthU$1aaT.i<h Neu o£ his cOlling had spread ,over the countqsJAe. People 
d.ritted into Knoxville fl"Om distances o£ up to twenty-five mUea on foot1 
on horseback, and in wagone. any carried some delicaciee in the form ot 
canned goods, dried fruit, and smoked meat to distribute among their Yankee 
deliverers. A Baptist clerQman living nine miles from lnoxville, bearing 
of Burnside's approach late at. night, arose, dressed, aroused his neighbora1 
and led a parade of welcomers that arrived in Knoxville before sunrise.S Ae 
Burnside's troopa entered the city unopposed, crowds lined tho streets, 
uwaving flags they had concealed under their beda and under. the floors of 
their dwellings tor that purpoae.n6 Chattanooga was soon in the banda ot 
t he Federals and reconstruction in East 'tennessee had begun. After a l»:iet 
attempt by Longstreet to regain Knoxville, Confederate forces retired to 
the ext�eme northeastern section of East Tennessee and never seriously 
threatened again during the course of the war. 
In the meantime preparat.ion were in progress to d -the transition 
to pea,ee under Unionist auspices backed by Federel. arms. William. G. Brow- ..-t 
low came back on the heels of Burnside • �;�. �. ArllfY SDlbulances were furnished 
January 30, 1864. 
5 
by direct order ot Secretary of War Stanton to convey his family and that 
of Horace Maynard from Cincinnati to Knoxville.7 Realizing the propaganda 
power of the zealous Parson's editorial pen, the Federal � took special 
steps to rehabilitate him in the neW3paper business. The long, low brick 
building 1n which he had formerly published the Whig had been t;anverted 
into stables and a sort of g\Ul factory. 8 The printing apparatus was either 
missing or unusable� This lack was aoon remedied. A Federal brigadier 
removed a press, type, and 1nlc from Alexandria in )Iiddle Tennessee and sent 
them to Brownlow.9 In addition the government subsidized the Unionist 
editor with $1500 cash and allot ted five &r'l1:1?f transport wagons to bring 
paper end other supplies frolil. Cincinnati.lO 
Such confidence was not misplaced. Brownlow soon demonstrated that 
hie persecution and imprisonment during the Confederate occupation had not 
impaired his po-wer of invective against his enemies. In fact hi$ physical 
deterioration seemed to have sharpened his intellectual faculties. His 
courage, of course, had never wavered. He changed the name ot his paper 
from Brownlow• s Knoxville Whig and IndeP!lldent Journal to Browhlow• s Knox­
ville Whig and Rebel Ventilator. Reprinting the defiant editorial with 
7 'l'he War ot the Rebellion: Co!Pilation of the Official J1eoords 
of the Union and Confederate Armies, Series I, Vol. fli, Part !ff (Wash­
{hgtom GOvernment Prlntiii8 Office, 169)), p. 745.. Hereafter cited as 2:!!.· 
a Samuel u. Arnell, The Southern Unionist (unpublished manuscript in 
the possession of lira. B. F. Farrar, Knoxville, 'tennessee), P• 243 •. 
. 9 E. l. Coulter, William a. Brownlow Fi�ht1l'lg Parson of the Southern 
Highlands (Chapel Hillt Uirl..versity o? North Carolina Press, 1937), p. 25o. 
lO Ibid., P• 250. -
6 
which he had auapended publication in 1861, he launched on a campaign ot 
editorial counter-terror against the Confederates and their py.mpathizera. 
Before the war And;rew Johnson had been the torernost employer of the class 
angle in political propag�. How Brownlow assumed the Johnson toga and 
wore it 1d th greater consistency. Typical of hio class appeal is the .t'ollQW­
ings 
\Ve belong to the nlow flung party of Unionists, and don't 
aspire to any higher class of associates. We have alwqs despised 
in our hearts ot hearts, a hateful aristocracy in this countcy 1 
based on the ol'mership of a fflft .� negroes , and arrogating to 
themselves all the decency, i!I' t'1i'E)t8lents, and all the respecta­
bility of the social circle. 
The u1ow flung," qe, the " udsUls" of society, the hard­
fisted yeomanry of this country are going to govern it, and the 
respectability of the land mq prepare to nteet their humiliation. 
Educate& Labor is to take the place of your slave-ocraey, and it 
will not be long until it will be look� upon as no disgrace tot a 
man to eat his bJ"ead by the sweat of his brow.ll 
Later the logic of his pos1t�on a� to lead him to bring the formerly­
despised Negro into hie united front against aristocratic privilege. He was 
helped greatly in this development by his contacts 'With abolitionists and 
other liberals 1n the North. One evidence ot their innuence Y.taS the poet• 
tion he took on p� tor the common soldier in the Union � - Following a 
Cincinnati meeting on the subject, Brownlow oame out editorially for raising 
the pay of privates to 20 per month and proportionate raise$ for non­
commissioned o!ficers.l2 
ll rownl.ow's Knoxvi�le WhifS and Rebel Ventilator, November 11, 1863J 
in February, 1866_. tliis paper's name was Shortened to 0ltnoxville Wh.ig. u Hera-
after tlrownlow's paper and its successors will be cited as Wh!a. · 
l2 Ibid., January 9, 1864. -
1 
t.rhe � OCCUpying as it did a eemi-ott1Q1al status, 800l'l 8\U'pUBed. 
in influence, if not in circulation, its pre-war record� As a Korriataw.n 
Conservative put it, ttfhe rabble have it as their guide and text.bookJ and aa 
they see no other journal concl�e that 1t 18 the only one published on the 
continent and a true exponent o£ the old union doctrines. I am so situated 
that I can eee the result of its influence.•1) 
Tllis power was turned tull blast on �he leading Confederates of East 
Tennessee, particular}¥ those who had had a part in the terror against 
thiotU.ats. 1!he !!!I repeatedly stated that ll1oh. militant Confederates u 
Sneed, Swan; Crozier, Sperry, �es, and Canq>bell illace could never live 
in Bast TeM.eaaee again. Union men who bad a.uttered at their hands would 
be • justified :l.n shooting them down on sight, and we shall regard hundreds 
o£ them as wanting in courage and in r.esentJHnt if they" do not dispatch 
them wherever th8f' meet their rotten C&l'Oasaea." The killing ot East Ten-
neasee Unionists, the deatX"Uction of house81 barns, and rencesJ a.nd the 
plundering of stock and grain were urged in justification of such 8UIII'llal!"T 
action. tttet the Impe or Hell," advised tho Fighting Par eon, "die the 
death or traitors and upon the Shortest possible notice."14 Even this treat­
ment did not eeem adeque.tely sever-e tor former members of R.ebel drum.'lead 
oourt�ial.l' 
While calling on others to avenge their wrongs, Brcwnlow w not 
1.3 Bird Manard to T. A. R. Nelson, June 28, 186.5, Nelson Paper 
(MQClung Collection, Lawson McG�ee �br�r;1). 
l4 .!!!b January 9, 1864. 
15 �., AprU 9, 1864. 
6 
remiss in practicing what he preached. He attributed most ot hi$ personal 
miatortunea to certain Confederate leaders in KnoXVille Who assisted in 
arresting and il'lp�sonirlg Unionists during the wat'. In J�ua.ry, 1864, he 
brought au1.t �ainat three ot these leaders for $2S.ooo.l6 �en the eaae 
came Up in .circuit court the jury returned a judgment for the tull $2.$;�000 
1n Brownlow• s favor att.er only f'i ve minutes • deliberation •17 The defendants 
got an annulment of' this decision in 1867, but. they lost their rents oolleo-· 
ted during Brownlow's possession and also 'Were held liable for taxes f or 
the eatae period.l6 Brownlow then threatened. new action tor 0,000, but 
apparently he nevex- actually got around to tiling the au1t..l9 
other Unionists were urged to tone• Brownlow's example; and Jll8lJ.7 
did so. f. A· R. Melaon, ..mo had the contideJlce or the OontecleJ•ateL', re­
ceived frequent requests to· repr sent persons being .sued for damages. In 
one such case the Confederate commanding officer of the post at Jonesboro 
was sued for esooo on the ground that he had i.mprisoned a Unionist tor t'WO 
da\Y•· The same man 'lfU IUbjf)eted to another suit tor eso,ooo to'!! impmon­
ing another Unionist tor thirty-seven dqa. 20 
16 Whis, January 91 1864. 
l7 Coulter, Brownlow, P• 2$4. 
18 David A. Deader1ok, Register ot Events and F&Qta Recorded 
Annuall.f, 1825-187.3 (McClung Collection, Lawson McGhee Library), P• 80. 
19 Ooulter, Brownlow, p. 27$. 
20 James A Rhea to T" A. R. Nelson, October 101 1865, Melson PapeT$. 
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D1 January, 1864, Rebel priaoners held 1n Knoxville were ordered sent 
North. The ot!1cera were quartered at the home or a KnoXVille Pkrai oian. 
Visitors were perillitted to sa. them on the Sat'Urdq evening betare theil' 
departure. Confederate qt�tpathizera broUght liquors and wines tor the .tare­
well celebration. the next day, according to Brownlow, lfahe rebels" made a 
lfbQld, impudent and !lirt:l;nl d.emonstration11 as the officer prisoners p&$ ed 
along 08\Y' Street on their w;q to the depot. 21 
This led the P8,J"aon to use strong words about the Oontederate­
sympathizing ladies of Knoxville. He recognized t110 kinder "the prudent, 
quiet kind {which are few and far betnen)n and the more nlp88ro'l.ll class, 
"bruen as the Devll; full of impudence, with but little sense, and lees 
prudence, fiirting about, meddling in eveeybod;y'tJ affairs, and seeking 
notoriety by acting and tal.king aa a!!!.!_ raised� would be uhamed to 
aot or talk- n Brownlow advocated sending the latter group south to remain 
for the duration of the war. 22 Rebel preachers also .telt the effect ot his 
wrathful pen. There 11&8 not.bing purely theoretical about such atta.oks. fhe 
Parson believed in the union ot theoey and pract11:e. During 4&nual"Y' and 
JebJ"uary, 1864, n.umerous persona ot Confederate sympathies were deported to 
the cotton states by way of Chattanooga. Among these were at least five 
women and three pre&Cilers trom Knoxville.2.3 
East Tennessee Rebels did Dl t w1 ther a. way at the wave ot Brownlow• a 
editorial wand,. however. Guerilla banda of Confederates remained active in '--1 
21 lthi§� Janl18l')" 16, 1864. 
22 libig, January 91 1864. 
2,) Ib14• 1 January )0, and February 6, 186h. 
10 
me.n.y counties. Buehwha.cld..ng was co on on both sides • . Rebel guerrillas 
were charged with forcing Union men to serve as covering guides in order' 
to shield them tro Unionist bushwhackers. 24 A favorite sport of Rebel buah· 
whaokers was to hide in trees along the railroads and shoot at Yankee sol� 
diers and Unionists on the trains. 'to counteract thi the Federals set out 
to ·olear the timb fr01!1 the sides o£ the railwa;ys tor a distance of one .. 
' 
halt ndl on each side. This served the dual purpose of remoVing cover tor 
bushwhackers and providing .fUel for locomot1 ves 1 wood being commonly used 
at that time instaee o! coal. 2S 
arning notices trequently appeared on tr es and buildings threaten­
ing dire happenings to oppoeing guerrillas, One such, signed "Old Soldier," 
was found neaJ" No Uarke\. "All damned rebels,,. it pttOcla.ilned, "are hereby 
notified to leave at once.'* Charging that the Confederates had promulgated 
the rule that Union men and Confederates could not live together, •Old 
Soldier'stated that local unionists had adopted the rule with r verse impli­
cations; that "thieving, Qodtorsaken, heU-deaerving rebels" would now have 
to move.a6 
In some cases men ot property who had been Confederate sympathizers 
made their peace with the Unionist authorities but had sons who still par­
ticipated in euerrUla activity against loyalists. This was particularly 
24 !l!i' January ll, 186$. 
2.S Brtg. Gen .  • D. Whipp1e to w. J. Stevens and A. A, Talmadge to 
J. H. UagUlJ Februaey- 8, 1865, liel on Papers. 
2� Handbill dated July 24, 1665. A copy of original is totmd in the 
Nelson Papers. 
ll 
true in Blount and JetfQt'son counties. Brownlow urged that the guerril.l.a 
ort-epring be punished b.Y the seizure and appropriation or destruction of 
their parental property.. llfhroughout the length and breadth of East· 
Tenneasee 1 where roads are destroyed and Union property �s takent let rebol 
property be reduced to ashes, and their livestock appropr:l..ated.n27 As .for 
the euerrUl&s themselves, BrO'tmlow suggested that they be captured and 
"disposed of" without. being i.J;xpriooned. 28 
Anothel" solution suggest� by the .fertile-brained Parson wa.s to dra.t't 
tlventy thousand men into the mUitia. or the state 1n order to protect pro­
perty. He advocated making the Rebels come into this orga.n1zat1on or be 
driven trom the state.29 
One tragedy of the transition period was the burning or the home o! 
the eminent Tennessee historian, J. G. )( . RatuJey. 'l'ha names that destroyed 
"lteQklanburg'* also conewaed a valuable manuscript on Tennessee history. fhe 
�a1cian-historian himself .as compelled to flee b�ond the Confederate 
lines and did not return until after the ousting of the Radical regtme.lO 
27 �, Sep-tember 3, 1864. 
28 Ibid. 1 Janua.ry 11, 186.5. -
29 Ibid., September ), 1865. -
12 
To the exiled Confederates from East Tennessee it appeared that 
"the bottom rails were on top" and that the ttworst part of the Union ele­
ment was uppermost,tt.3l Vi ila.tlte aetivities became so destructive of law 
and order that the Federal provost ntarshal for East Tennessee, Brigadier 
General S, P. Carter, was moved to issue orders against Union sympathizer 
punishing· Rebel sympathizers. Patience was urged on Unionists.. Appropri .. 
ate punishment was promised for wrongs committed by Oontederates, but 
officers and soldiers were ordered to arrest anyone attetnpting to take the 
.32 
law into his own hands. 
Troubles of equal magnitude beatet East Tennessee in the economic 
field. Both armies had traversed almost the whole length of the ragion four 
taea, living in the main off the countryside . Xn many cases bands of out­
laws had followed in the track or the armies. the last Confederate retreat 
before Burnside had been particularly disastrous. 1.'hinkinc they were see­
ing ast Tennessee for the last time, the retreating Rebels seized as much 
livestock and movable property as they eould earr.y with them. Persons ot 
known Unionist sympathiee were dellberatelf plundered or everything they 
had, Barns, dwellin s, and pastures were stripped. Even such items alJ 
blankets and shoes were requisitioned forcibly from. their owners.33 Around 
Knoxville a great deal or what r serve the £� rs had ged to retain 
.31 er t. Fl8JIU.ng1 ad . , Doctaent� Riato7 ol Reconstruction, 
.t (Cleveland: A. H. Clark Co., 1906), pp . U. 
Vol. 
32 �� January 16, 1864. 
33 Ibid., Karch 5, 1864. -
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a.tter the occupation of both armies was used by Burnside llbile he was being 
besieged by Longstreet in November, 186). According to Brownlow, Burnside's 
� received daily during the siege more than one hundred wagon loads of. 
flour and :forage, "and every night thq IJ;he t&Z!"'JMJri/ floated boat loada of 
provisions dom the r1 ver, through the tog and darkness, past the pickets 
of the en�.u34 
In the Cities and towns conditions nre equally bad. Shop• when 
atUl open had little on their s·helvea. )(an;y articles of common use dis­
appeared from the market. Price$ rose so high that only a taw had the 
means to bw anything. fypical Knoxville prices in Februa.ry, 1864.- were 
nour, $20 per barrelJ butter. $);..00 per po\UldJ Irish potatoeaj $).00 per 
bU$helJ and com meal, $).00 per bushel)S Some oom.parison of prices be­
tore the war wlth tho•e of 1864 vUl ahow the rise 1n living cost more 
clearly. Coffee rose Iran fourteen cent• to .oo a po"WldJ salt ;f'rom 
two and one-halt cents to thirtf centsJ brown s\lgar1 from twelve and one­
half cents to seventy cents. Calico cloth roae 8� and all clothing in 
proportion. Gold and silver almost passed out of circulation, and barter 
became a cozon mode of trade. Debtors eqer1y paid their debts in the 
depreciated curreney.36 
Concern over the disastrous economic situation led to public meet-
ings in order to discuss ways and means ot alleviating conditions. One 
34 Ibid. 1 January JO,, 1864. -
3S Ibid., Februar,y lJ, 1864. -
36 Patton, unionism and Reconstruction in Tennessee, P• 71. 
such llleeting at Knoxville resulted. in the organization ot the Eut, Tennessee 
Relief Association. This organization imzlled.iately- mem,orialized the Federal 
governJaent for ald. Pqaent was asked tor claims tot' property destroyed 
during the war. The government wu asked to furnish transportation tor 81J7 
relief auppliee that lrl.ght be obtained. A lllOre long-range suggestion was 
udeJ nanel)"1 that the Federal government subsidize the completion or the 
railroad tram Cincinnati to XnoxvUle, which had already been projected 
and begun.J7 
Nathaniel G. !aylor was appointed to represent the association in 
the northeastern states 1n an appeal for funds troJt private citizens.JS 
�c . 
f_,lor proeeeded to Cincinnati where he addressed a public meeting and re-
ceived ae:veral hundred dollars to finance his further reliet activities . 
Letters of ndorsement were procured f.or him f�om A.ndrftft' Johnson and Prest... ) 
dent Lincoln before he went to PhUadelphia.. At the latter c1 ty he address• 
ed another meeting and helped organize a. Pennsylvania c hapter of the East�[· r. 
""' 
Tennessee Relief Association, �1cb was offioered b.1 some or the most ,.. 
prominent men in the state. Over l$1000 was subscribed in PhUadelphia 
almost immediate:Qr.39 
From Philadelphia, Taylor pro<;eeded to Boston. There he addressed 
a gathering of prOIIlinent citizens in Faneuil Hall. An association was 
formed that included Edward Everett, the governor of Maasachusetta� and t he 
)7 P�&lvania Relief R!J2ort, PP• .34-36. 
)8 � Febnlary l), 1664. 
39 'l. • Humas, The �al Uounta.ineel" of 'l'ennesetse (Knoxvilles 
Ogden Brothers, 1886), pp. j -JlO. 
, / 
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mayor of Boston among ita o.ffioer�t. Everett gave an eloq_uent introduction 
to tqlor, 1n whioh he praised highly the l.and and the people in East Ten­
nessae.40 f�lor followed with a long address in Which he recounted the 
sacrifices Eaat Tennesseans had made for the Union cause. ltlen he had 
finished a l etter was read from General Frank p. Blair in which he said 
that he had led an arrq to the relief of Burnside in KnoxVille through 
Eaet Tennessee, and knew that the country had been traversed b;y both 
armies several timesJ tha.t the region had !i\lff'ered particularly under the 
Confederate occupation because of the loyal sentiments o£ its inhab itantsJ 
and that although his awn forces had been compelled to live off the 
country, 11the people came out to meet us, b:ringing with them their scant 
suppl1e#1 and freel;sr offered them to our oldiera.-•41 
the meeting then passed resolutions petitioning the a.chusetts 
legislature to appropriate funds fo r aid to East Tennessee. On th next 
day the president or the Boston association received a contribution of 
three dollars .from one who signed himself "A Teacher in a Public School.• 
From this humble beginning contributions to the Massachusetts fund reached 
a total of $1001000 by June 4, tollold.ng. Most of these donations came 
from Boston and i ts suburbs, but sane oame fl'Olll other states and even .f'rom. 
outside the United States. J. L. Motley, Jr., United States Minister t o  
Vienna, sent 200 in a l&tter that stated that "few episodea more mov.Lng 
40 un.. · OJ;I . nui.g 1 March 1�, 1�. 
-
4l Whig, }larch $,, 1864. 
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or more inatr uctiveu will be to�d in histar.y "than the record ot thoae 
Tennesseans lfho h&ve so long sustained the Republic and ita �inciplea, 
amid such trial and at such saori£ices." 
:Later., in the spring or 1$641 Taylor 'Visited Maine and received 
11,000 from the governor of that state and a relie£ association at Port­
land. From there he went to Jrew I ork where he enluted the aid ot the poet 
William CUllen Bryant t.o prontote the collecti on ot funds 1n that state. 42 
While T&irlor continued his tour the Pennsylvania relief organization, 
wbieh had been org@ized &$ a result of his Phil&ielphia appearance, sent 
two commissioners to fenneesee. They met the agent ot the .Knoxville asso­
ciation at Cincinnati. The three the n purchased large quantities of f'lour1 
bacon, rice, molasses.; Qugar., talt., and soda and sent them on their ww to 
Knox:ville by W8¥ of Nuhville and Chattanooga. CO the suggestion of the 
Sanitary- Commission representative at Chattanooga, $250 worth of garden 
seeds were included in the shipment to be distributed from Chattanooga 
43 and Knoxville. 
The ccqnis•ioners preceded. the shipment to Knoxville and there 
conferred with the local relief' association o.f'£1c::ills. the Pennsylvanian& 
suggested that the supp.U.ea should be so ld 1n all cases in which the app li­
cants were able to pa;y. No one would be turned awq beoause of' lack ot 
IllOne.Y' • however. Prto;rities in diatribut1on S1ould be on tbs following basis a 
42 HUrles, Loyal ountaineers, pp. 316, .317 � )9.1· 
43 Penng:,_vania Relief Re2ort1 PP• 8, 9, U. 
Union families who have suffered at th'e hands of rebels 
on account of loyalty should have the first and largest port.ion� 
After them other !amUies who have adhered t hroughou.t to the 
Federal Government. Next, such aa� Whatever their put comuct. 
do now adhere to the same; and, l4stly, to the old men. wanen, 
and children of such families as now have representatives in the 
so-called Conf'ederate army. In our viewJ no part o ft.Vlio bounty 
was intended tor secessionists of the fighting age .Lt" 
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Before the rel1e.t' ab1pDl&nts beglli'l to  arrive economic conditions had. 
become worse� During the WUlter of 1864. ten thousand artiW animals died 
to let their horses and cattl� die for the same reason. f-ravelers in the 
spring of 1864 comznented on the scarcity of the stock and the el!Ulciated 
condition of t� few seen. Barns looked empty, almost no fences were 
etill standing• and hogs and po�tey were rare sight:�t Flour kad gone 
up to $.30 per barrel, QO!fee tQ $1.$0 per po\Uld1 and other commodities in 
proportion. Even the thrifty settlement of QUakers in Blount County, 
.formerly one of the most proeperoWJ oommunitie=s in East 'l'ennesaec� 'waS 
forced to apply to the army tor quartermaster ;-ations.45 
Little prospect !or improvement was p:romised for the m xt  year. 
Wheat sowing$ were ol"ll7 fi.ve to ten per cent of the pre-war average. Prac­
tically no oats or potatoes were lett tor seed1 and obBervers estimated 
the probable corn Cl"'p as no more than twent)" peJ' cent o.f the 'USUAl acreage 
and yield. 46 
Steps were taken by civilian and military authoriti�a to stimulate 
farm production . A campaign wae launched to stop the current pl"actice of 
44 Ibid. ,  P •  12. -
4$ Xbid•; P• 18. 
46 Ibid.,. P• 34. -
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Federal troops of using the Armera • rail fences tor fuel. Brownlow asked 
the militar,y authorit1ea to stop impressment of grain, horses and mules 
in East Tennessee . He contended that the recent reopening of railwq 
communicatiQn with Nashville rendered auch procedure unnecessary.. !he 
practice had alreat!y been discontinued in laahville.  0Why should the rebels 
of Nashville be treated better than t.he loyal people of East Tennessee?" 
Brownlow asked.47 
Major General Schofield ordered all � �ls unfit for militar,y 
service to be loaned to East 'tennessee farmer• until called for by the 
chief quartermaster. 48 In order to m1 tigate the fear of a renewal of Con­
federate invasions the gover�nt offered its gUarantee of protection to 
all f8l"'l:Uel"s planting crops 1n thoae parts of East Tennessee which were 
within Federal lines. 49 1.'he agent of the estern Sanitary Commission in 
Chattanooga planted one hundred acres in vegetables and distributed maxv 
early garden eeedll in that area. 50 
A8 spring merged into s\lllmer conditions tended to improve. Relief 
supplies began to arrive in volume sufficient to al.le\'iate destitution 
perceptibly.  Shoes and other clothing arrived ae weU &a .tood .  Shipments 
continued through the taU . During December, 1864, there was a temporacy 
47 Whii• March 5, 1864. 
4S �·� April l6; 1864. 
49 Ibid. ,  April 2.3, l86U. -
50 Pennsylvania Relief Report, P• 26 .. 
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interruption due to Hood t s  attempt to take Nashv1lle . 5l  OVer &101000 worth 
of shoes and woolen good1 destined for East Tennes,see waa purposely burned 
'by the Federal a:rtJrY for tear the shipment would be sei•ed by Hood. 52 After 
Oeneral ThOJIWS t victory at llashville the raUroad was reopened to Chattan­
ooga . Flour was shipped to Knoxville 1n great quanti ties , For a ti.tn$ 
the st,orehouses thare b ecame so full that there was a problem of what to 
do with the flow. Bad roads into the hinterl and prevented county agents 
from the, more reu10te areas f'rom apply1ng and rexnoving their quota.a . This 
led to a temporary policy of the E4at Tennessee Relief As-aoc1ation ot 
g1 vlng larger dis'tiribut,ion in the itrmi.ediate allviroas ot KnoxVille. In 
this wq Knox and the adjo1ning counties were largely :-elieved ot acute 
distres s  during the earlY part ()f 126$. 
The spring of 186S brought easier communication, and the surrender 
of Lee removed err:/ mUi tary berrier to the extreme northeastern countie s .  
On Karch 151 1865, the association had alreaqy decided to distribute two­
thirds of its euppliea to the more remote counties, aince Knox County and 
ita immediate neighbors h84 received heretofore a. disproportionate share 
and were now on the road to economic recovery. On August 1, KnoxvUle 
ceased operation a.s a local. distribut:Ulg center, retaining as its only 
local actidty the turnishing at a physician for a refugee camp set up by' 
the Federal army south of t.he :river at Knoxville .53 
.$1 � Jfe.y �.3, 1866. 
S2 HU!lles, Lazal Uounta.:i.neer$1 P •  328. 
5J ,Whi§t Mq 23, 1866,. 
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.It had been the original intention to discontinue all activities of 
the East Tennesaee Relief .Association in the summer of 1865 .  However, 
extreme destitution in the northeastern corner of the region delayed sus-
pension until the summer of 1866, but the amount of supplies distributed 
after the spring of 1867 was not great . After the latter date funds were 
expended for purposes other than direct local relief. For examples 500 
was sent to victims ot a tire in Portland, Wa1ne .54 The sum ot $2000 was 
turned over to two doctors in order to start a hospital at Knoxville. 
This grant wao rnado w.1 th the understanding that the hospital would be 
named a.tte:r Edward Everett and that half of the beds should be reserved 
for charity patients .55 When the books of the association were closed in 
1·868, the blanace was donated to this hospital to be used for the care ot 
the "sick poor" in East Tennessee .56 
The East Tennes{See Relief Association, in addition to its hum.ani-
tarian work in relieving physical distress, attempted to assemble and pre­
serve the original records or the war period and appealed to all who had 
had any cormection with events that might be of historical interest,  and 
that happened in East Tenneasee, to put the experience. in writing and de­
posit with the association.57 
The power wielded b.Y Brownlow during the transition period 
S4 Nearly $8000 had been receiv� by the association from Portland 
in 186J.h 
S5 T • w. Humes, fhird and Fourth Reports to the East Tennessee Re­
lief Association at KnoXVille (Knoxville : BrOiiiiow and Haws, 1868), P • 5. 
�6 Ibid. ,  P• 14. 
-
57 Whi(b April 23, June 18, 1864. 
can hardly be ovel"esti.mated. Bot the least of the s.ou:rces of this power 
lar in his holding a special agency under the thited States 'h"ea•Uley' De­
partment . This position was given ' him  ol"igina:U.y in early 186.3, before 
East Tennessee had been liberated. R1s headqu.arters · were in Nashville, 
and his duty was nto permit or prohibit ordinary trading and commerc 
./\ 
activities of all classes of people1 powerful or insignificant, and eapec.­
ially to keep cloae watch on all cotton which should come in�o the possess• 
ion of the Federal EU"D\f• to gua:rd it b"om the eup1<11ty ot sp eculators, 
whether private or ofricer.n$8 
When Burnside occupied KnoxVille, Brownlow had his position trans­
ferred to East Tennessee with Knoxville as his headquarters. He then 
set out to see that all trade carried on in his distiX"1et would be done by 
persons of undonditional l�alty to the Union. Almost unlilnited $.Uthority 
for achieving this end apparently wa:s granted him. His duty 'W&$· to regu ... 
late all sale ot goods, to seize all 8lauggled goods,. and to seize• and con­
fiscate all "loope and perishable property left by rebels who have abandoned 
their homes and gone with the rebel army for proteotion • .-.>9 His authority' 
was backed to the limit by the provost t!UU'shal £or Eaat Tennessee, Brigadier 
General s .  P. Carter. 60 
By early February .Special-Treasury·Agent Brownlow was ready to 
announce some rules which experience had shown him would 'be necessary it the 
58 Coulter, Brownlow. P• 246. 
$9 Whig, January 9, 1864. 
60 Wbi§• Jmuary 16, 1864. 
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desired ends were to be achieved. trade permits ...-ere tG be issued only to 
East 'l'ennesaea.ns. The aaxiaum montb,ly' gross business tor one trader waa 
to be $)000. Jlo pe:rmits 1t0uld be issued. fer selling diat.iUec1 liq_uors. 
The army alone would. harrlle this problem.. Goods consigned to a certaU. 
place tor sale must actually be sold 1n the place indicated on the pe.rmit. 
I£ smqgled goods were .round 1n any shipaumt; the 'Whole shipment was liable 
to con.fisca.tion, and the offender would have his permit revoked. Sutler& 
were allowed to sell as much as $2)00 worth ot gooda per month to soldiers, 
but they could not sell to ¢1vU1ans. No Confederate QOuld get a permit ,  
no matter bow many oaths he might have SWOTil• Traders Yd. th secret Rebel 
partners were liable to confiscation of their goods and the revocation or 
their permits.61 
Brownlqw was the sole judge o.f a person's loyalty, and there was no 
appeal, He waa also custodian of abandoned Rebel .fa.rms, planatations, and 
other property" These be offered to rent or lease to persons properly 
qualified and ol unconditional. loyalty" 62 
By late February the PlU"s.on took s-t-ock of his administration as 
treasury agent. and decided \hat he h8.d been too lenient u.p to that point • 
He apologised to the loyal publlo for this fault and promised to pursue a 
atrioter policy in the future. Implying that Rebels had been carrying on 
trade through d'WII'IY' partners with loyal reQords, be promised pro1npt oont'is­
oa.tion o£ goods handled in this way. No permits would be granted for the 
61 !!!!1,1 Febl"\W'1 20, 1864. 
62 Coulter, BroMllaw, PP • 254, 255 "  
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tillle being exgept in Knoxville, Loudon, Kingston, Clinton,. and Jonesboro. 
Goods brought into other centers would be proapt]J" seized. 10 turther 
towns 110uld be opened to trade until after conteren�s between Brc:mnlow 
and the �itary leaders .63 
In April Brownlow retreated slightly on the liquor question. He 
announced that permits would be given to dru.g stores to bring liquor into 
East Tennessee for medicinal purposes, provided the druggists were known 
to him. At the same time he reiterated his re.fusal to grant permits to 
others. oons1derable dru.lllcaMss on the streets of KnOxville both by 
civU1ana and soldiers was noted.  Thia condition led � he  Parson to sug­
gest that the military authorities close all liquor shops . Needless to srq, 
this suggestion went unheeded. 64 
1h1le BrOltnlow c�ried out his duties as custodian of abandoned 
Be-bel properties without undue timidity, he did not go so ta:r as hie editor­
ials in this respect . Editorially he advocated outright confiscation of all 
Rebel properties "Within the limits of loyal terntory and of all cCilquered 
territories , "  which properties s hould be given to Union men of the same 
uction to compensate them for their losses during the war. AJ:¥y surplus, 
he suggested, might be applied to the Federal war debt .6S 
One abandoned piece of pr-operty Brownlow found. it necessary to take 
over was the rebel-omed. terry over the Clinch River at, Clinton. This he 
6.) !2:i,1 February 27, 1864. 
64 Ibic1 . ,  AprU 161 1864. -
6S Ibid., April 91 1864. -
rented to his fell01'1 Unionist,. Leonidas 0 .  Itouk. tbder the terms ot the 
contract entered into by Houle end Brmmlcm the former was to pq the gov­
ernment 2$0 per year as rent. The expenses o:t upkeep and operation ot 
the terry were to be borne by the renter. Houk was to terry all military 
personnel and supplies tree and also to give priority to military over 
civilian trattic.66 
While 'Wielding his trade dictatorship Editor Brownlow used his 
newspaper to turther various economic ends . For one thing he desired that 
Knoxville and East Tennessee look to Cincinnati as the aource ot imports 
and rejoiced that this city was replacing Richmond and I,ynchburg in this 
field.67 He criticized the military autboritieJ toT attempting to tix 
price• and advoc•ted letting s�ply and demand be the determining tactora .68 
On the other hand he complained ot sky-rocketing rents. Stores, Brownlo 
charged, nre renting •t three times the prices they should commancl. He 
hinted that a little rent contro� by the military authorities might be 
justi£ied. 69 Traders ware '"noouraged by the !E::l to go to Kentuck;y, buy 
hogs e.t seven to eight cents per pound, and drive them to Knoxville .  There 
the hogs 'lOuld bring at least fi.tteen cents per pound. Thus, a good profit 
would be made and the public interest would be served at the same time, 
�ce there was a serious shortage of pork in East Tennessee at that ttme .7° 
66 lbid. , Aprll 23, 1864. -
67 
4 Ibid. , April 2,  186 • -
68 Ibid. 1 t&�oh 3, 1864. 
� 
69 Ibid. , Starch 17' 1864. 
70 Ibid. 1 October 5, 1864. -
In early 166$ a tendenqy became app�ent for holders of trade per­
mits to speculate on their businesses. Brownlow qUickly propounded rules 
designed to inhibit such activity. He stated that when a trader sold his 
bueiness the permit would have to go 'With the business, The seller would 
then have t.o retire . A. eimilar rule applied to rebel property rented to 
qualilled loyalists . When a renter ceased to �se the property 1 t would 
revert immediately to the treasury agent . These rules largely eliminated 
71 
apeo.ulation and subletting. 
Brownlow reaigred as treasury agent after his election to the 
governorship ot the state 1n March, 186$. His son, Jobn Bell. Brownlow, 
aucceeded him and continued in the office until the end or 1865. · At that 
time the ottioe was discontinued and such of its tunotiona as were still 
neces'lary were taken over by the Freedmen ' s  Bu.reau.72 
one interesting phase o£ the transition period was the reorgani­
u.tion o:f the Methodist Episcopal Church in East Tennessee � Paraon 
Brownlow pla;,yed a leading role 1n this 1 as in all other phases. of the + 
period. In order to understand this development 1� will be necessary to 
review the pr�war situation briefly. 
Prior to the heated controversieo of the l840 • s  and l650 • s  the 
Methodist Episcopal Church o£ East Tennessee had a "reasonably consistent" -
record ot opposition to slavery. When tne church split in 1844 the domi­
nant elements in the Holston Conference were pro-slawry, and they succeeded 
in leading the conference into affiliation with the Methodist Episcopal 
7l Ibid. )  Februar.y 15• 1865. 
-
72 Coulter, Brownlow, p.26J . 
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Church, South. A aizeable minority or its minister� however� continued 
to oppose slaver.y, and no disciplinary action was taken against them until 
73 after secession. 
During the war the leadership o£ the Holston Cont'erence took a 
strong stand 1n support or the Confederacy. They did this on the ground 
that it was the d.uty or a Christ1Qn to be "subject to the supreme autho­
rity Where they � reside" . Definite scriptural authority was cited 
tor this position. Going a step .further in the annual Holston Conference 
at Athens in October, 18621 the ruling body asserted ito duty to disci­
pline ministers who �ailed to use ".U laudable n1eana J;o enjoin obedience" 
to the established powers (the Confederate governmont} .  74 Disciplinary 
action was brought against a considerable number of miidsters. After 
trials several were expelled or suspended., and others were placed on pro-
Brownlow and the Unionist Kethodists were infuriated by this 
actio�. As soon as there was a good proSpect ot Federal liberation tor 
East Tennessee, they began negotiations with Bishop Mathew Simpson of the 
northern church. After the occupation of Knoxville by Burnside the .first 
issue of the Whig contained bl.istering att4Qlc on the southern church. 
Its members were worlcll.y, according t o  Brownlow, and indulged in dancing 
73 w. B .  Hesseltine, "Methodism and Reconstruction in East 
fermessee11 ,  East tennessee Historical Society ' s  Publications, No. 3 
(Knoxville, 1931) ,  pp.4J-44. 
74 !!:!!1.1 February 131 1864 • . 
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and card-pl¢ng at their Sunday school picnics . This was "typical of the ' 
"rebel" church. There had been no religion in East Tennessee Iince ttwe 
ChristUils" had been driven into Kentucky. 7S 
Biahop Simpson used his influence 1n Washington to get an order 
from Secretary of War Stanton placing "all houses of worship belonging to 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in which a loyal preacher appointed 
� a  la.yal bishop does not now officiate" , at the disposal o£ the northern 
Methodist organization, The wording of this order was &l.lch that no build­
ing was secure in the possession of the Methodist Episcopal Churcht South. 
Armed with this economic advantage, Bishop Simpson proceeded to 
Tennessee in January, 1864. At Chattanooga he made arrangements with two 
Federal chaplains to reestablish the thodist Episcopal Church in East 
Tennessee. The chaplains immediately began receiving loyal preachers 
into the .Kentucky Conference of the church. They also made contact with 
Brownlow and arranged for a meeting at lnoxville for the purpose of re-
76 
organizing the Holston Conference . 
!he Knoxville meeting was held on July 7, 1864. Fi-.fty-fi ve 
delegates were present, ot whom twenty-seven were preachers. Delegates • 
reports indicated that there 1rere 112 loyal Methodist preachers in East, 
Tennessee; sixty ot whom were ordained. Forty more were vouched tor but 
were not named due to tear of Confederate reprisala in the are 1n which 
they lived. 77 
7S !!!!:&- No'iTEmlber 11, 1.86.3 . 
76 s�'-Ibid. , February 20, l Vf4. .  - , 
77 Ibid.,  July 2), 1864--
Brownlow was mad chairman o! the general collldttee of the me ting. 
The report submitted by this committee declared the cl•term1nation of loyal 
Methodists to "no longer liv under the iron rule of the ethodist Episco­
pal Chm<ch,. South. ft Return to the told of the J4ethodist Episcopal Church 
was :recommended. The report. declared that loyal members were entitled to 
all property of the Holston Annual Con!erenceJ �hat1 in fact, the loyalists 
were the thodist Ep1 oopal Church• South, in Holston. The Qenerel Oon--
terence prohibition of slavery was accept d.. A. petition was tramed to t1'1$ 
General Ooni'erenc to reorganize the .Holston Annual Conference . The can­
mittee suggested, however, that this 'be done with .native East Tennesseans 
in the leading positiona.78 
During the following year a. strong propaganda campaign was carried 
on in East Temesaee to get eniorsements for the resolutions adopted in 
.Knoxville . This was widely successful and resulted in another meeting at 
Athtns in. June, 186). there the Holston Annual Conference was reorganized 
around a nucleus ct torty East Tennessee preachers and six imported f'ro-m 
other conferences. At th.e cl.ose o! the me eting the conference claimed 4 
183' membership o£ 6U94 with fifty-three p reachers . 79 
Attempts were made to get the me=bership and clergy of tbe Methodist 
Episcopal Church, South, to come over in a body to the parent church "'  !hie 
was only parti&J.l¥ success:ful. Martr churches were a ized from the Southern 
church, however, and 1n man;t caees the evicted melllbarahip bad to meet in 
public balls, private dwell1ngs. and grovea .80 
78 Whi;, July 23, 1864, 
19 Hesseltine, •Methodism, ·•  P• S2 . 
8Q Coulter, Brownlow, p.  )00. 
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the S> uthsrn Holston Conference held its own annual meeting in Sep­
tember, 1865, at Marion, Virginia. fhis body took a moderate and concilia­
tory course . lt declared its loyalty to the thited Stat es overnment. The 
suapension end expulaion o! Unionist pastors accomplished at Athens in 1862 
was reconsidered . The conference admitted that this action had been hasty 
and petitioned the Oenex-al Conference o! the Jl.ethodist Episcopal Cllllt'ch; 
South, to restore the victim$ or the purge to their former status . SinCe 
most of the "victims" had already affU1ated with the northern church, this 
petition was scarcely more than a gesture. 81 !he conterence instructed all 
its minister to take the amnesty oath and to -.ccept the abolition of slav­
ery as an accomplished fact and a closed isaue .82 
This conciliatory attitude on the part of the s:>uthern branch o£ the 
church did not endure far long, add. it was never accepted by ,Brownlow and 
his followers. The � continued to attaek southern Methodists in almost 
every issue .  In lfo'flinn County southern ethodist ministers v..ere :ridden on 
ralls . On th other hand1 the Klan warned "carpetbag"' Uethodist preaches-& 
to leave the region. In Waahineton County a co ntroversy was aged over the 
remains ot a deceaeed Methodist, rl val preachers contending tor the right 
to pronounce the tinal. ceremonial pra.;rer . fhe bitterness continued throughout 
81 Isaac P. Martin, Methodism in Holston (Nashville : Parthenon 
Press, 194$},  PP • 90, 92. 
· 
82 Whig, No\>ember 1, 186$. 
)0 
the reconstruction period, .and is$Ues were nevexo even app:roximate).Jr settled 
before the middle l870 •e .  83 
By April, 1665; considerable progress had been made in East Tennessee 
along the road to economic reooveey. In all except the extreme northeast 
portion the threat, of famine had been elimi.nated, and agricultural produc­
tion was returning to nonnalcy. The bitterness between nei hbors who had 
fought on opposing sides during the wa:r had not subsided appreciably, how-
. ever, and trds bitterness continued to poison social relations throughout 
the reconstruction period and for long afterward. 
83 Hesseltine, �tJ4ethod1sm, " pp . 57,, �8, 61. 
CHAPTER IX 
SOOlAL AND ECONOOO CONDITIONS DURING 
THE RADICAL REGDlE J 1865 - 1869 
By the fall of 1864 Andrew Jobneon and. the unconditional Loyaliets 
of Tennessee felt themselves in a sufficiently strong position to proceed 
with the restoration of normal civil gove�ent in the State. A meeting 
to prepare the 11'8¥ for a conatitutionu convention 'Tia8 called at Naahvlll& 
in December. Hood ' s  attempt to :retake NashvUle caused a postponement until 
January. 
Delegates were chosen in various w�s. principally b,y mass meeting, 
but many came with scarcely � more authority than their own interest and 
desire to attend . East 1'ennessaana dominated the ·meeting . Only those with 
unconditionally lqyal records were seated . 
While the original p\lt'pOae of the meeting as announced was merely to 
l� the ground work and issue the call for a conatitutional convention, the 
delegates decided to constitute themselves the constitutional convention. 
They drew up amendments abolishing slavery and prohibit.in its reestablish .. 
ment . Then a schedule was prepared to aceomp�l' the amendments in the first 
election. Thill included a declaration that all the acts of the Harris legis­
lature enacted after May 61 1861, 'Were null and void; including of course, 
the "De�laration of Independence and Ordinance DissolVing the Federal Rela­
tions between the State of Tennessee and the United statee . n  The schedule 
further ratified all of Johnson ' s  acts as military governor and delegated the 
right to set voting qualifications to the first elected assembly following. 
The election for ratification cf the amendments and appended schedule was 
then set tor Februar,y 22. 186$ . 
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Having a.coomplishad its work as a c onstitutional convention, the 
Nashville meeting metamorphosed itself into a nominating convention and 
prepared a list ot ·candidates from e very county for the l egislature and 
headed the list with the name of William G.  :Brownlow, for governor. All 
names were put on a general ticket to be voted on throughout the state on 
J!a.rch 4, 1865 . The amendments and s chedules were :r-at1fied1 and the general. 
ticket candidates were elected on the dates set. 'the new legislature .met 
in April and Brownlow was inaugurated shortly before Lee * s  surrender at 
Appomattox. Thus Tenne�see had a native-controlled civil government before 
the official end of the Civil war .1 
This n scalawag" government relllained largely inta.ot until the elect-
ions of 1869 . During all this pe riod it was dominated by it s East Tennessee 
members . During its tenure much of its legislation was designed to prevent 
the return to power of ex...Contederates .. Othet' acts, while inspired by 
the same motive in the main� were constructive in their implications . In 
l 
. the latter category might be placed the acts granting Negroes the right to � 
testify in court,. to vote ,  and to hold office a."ld sit on juriea . One 
piece of legislation is thought by most obj ective historians of the period 
to have had outstanding merit . This was the school law of 1867 • Its worst 
legislation in the opinion of :most historians was that in which aid to rail­
roads was involved. Bl.ilt perhaps the condetnnation of that phase has been 
too severe . Certainly the relation between railroad magnates and the 
l Patton, Unionism and Reconstruction in Tennessee, PP• 4.8-50; 
Philip v. Hamer, tennessee{ A Hlsto¥., l�7J-l9)2 (Ne:w fork a  American Historical Society, Inc. , 93J), Vo • :u� Cfi. XXXVII . 
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Tennessee state government was no worse than the average relation betweeh 
such elements in the period of rapid railroad expansion throughout. the 
country . 
But hile legislators passed 1 ws in ·fashville, people elsewhere 
had to live their ordinary work-a.-day lives . It i s  the purpose of thia 
chapter to give a few glimpses of such daily living as it took place in 
East Tennessee . 
By the spring of 1865 the regions between Knoxville and Chattanooga 
nere on the road to recovery . Farmers were beginning t o  plant normal crops 
and trade 'las on a sharp upswing in the tOTma. 'rhe wheat crop while not 
bountiful was almost sufficient for home consumption . The oat crop was cam- / 
parable to almost any of the pre-war years. fla1 and corn were also abundant.2 
This happy condition, however , did not prevail in the northeast cor-
ner of the re ion . There Confederate occupation, Qr the threat of it• had 
impeded 3teps tow·ard rehabilitation until after Appomattox. Greene, John-
son, Carter , Washington, Hawkins , and Sullivan counties still had the de-
nuded appearance that followed the passing of armies " The East 'l'onrieasee 
Relief Association concentrated its activities in this section, and thousands 
of dollars vrorth of food and clothing were distributed from the main centers . 
I 
In some eases the need was so great that impatience and disorder attended 
the distribution. This ·was notably true at Rogersville,  Greeneville, and 
Elizabethton. At the latter place an attempt 'IT&s made to sell the relief 
2 Whig o 1 July 19. 186.5 • 
. . . . ... . . . . . 
·:.: 
. . . . . . . . 
.
· 
· .. . : 
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supplies to those who wez-e able to pay before making o. free distribution. 
The hungry crowd �uld have none of this.  They deaanded tha.t the agents 
give the goods away without del�, and t heir manner was so forceful that 
the agents complied ) Not until after the harvests ot 1666 did this section 
reeover sufficiently to feed itselt.4 
This period saw a considerable it1.flux of populat ion to the principal 
towns, Knoxville and Chattanooga. Laboring people sought employment there, 
while wealthier elements, m� of whom had pro-Confederate records, re 
safer in the cities from the Unionist counter-terror than they uould have 
been in the rural areas .5 City life in these places was quite. primitive 
by modern standards, although Knoxville seems to have been somewhat ahead 
of Chattanooga in urban refinements .  
Chatt�oogata  main street, Market, was described as scarcely more 
than a long mudhole as late as 1666. There 1ms no street lighting of a.t'\1 
sort until a jeweler put up a coal...oil lamp on a post at his o'l'ttl exp�nse. 6 
In dry weather this metropolitan thoroughfare changed from a sea of mud to 
a sea of dust . This situation ·was ameliorated somewhat when a public-
spirited and enterprising gentleman contracted with businessmen affected 
to spray the street. daily between the hours or 1 :30 and 7 t00 in the morning. 7 
J Humes, Relief Reports,  p.  12 . 
4 Ibid . '  p .  1.4. 
5 Paul A .  Counce, '.ehe Social and Economic History of Kingsport before 
1908 (Master ' s  thesis, University o f  Tennessee, 1939) , P• 78 .  
6 J .  W. Livingood, "Chattanooga, Tennessee : Its Economic History in 
the Ye�s Immediately Following Appomattox, "  East Tennessee Historical 
Society ' s  Publications, No . 15 (Knoxville ,  1943 ) ,  P • 39. 
1 Chattanooga American Union, Uarch 29, 1866 . 
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Nevertheles:::;, rlth .all thea$ 11 hting and sprinkling systems, the Chat ... 
tanooga Dally Republican was moved to sey as late as 1869 that arket 
Street 1 s appearance indicated "wealth to doctors and bankruptcy to life --1 
insurance com.panie . "8 At this time there wel'e few stores, an most o£ 
those that were operating were carried on in converted government ware-
houses . The residences were described as mostly dingy, unpainted frame 
shanties .9 Only in rare cases were sidewalks found. These dated from 
the flood in 1667 and re constructed more as bridges than as hat we 
rould normally consider sidewalks . Constructed of planks , they constitu-
ted a stro temptation to seekers for fuel and lumber . Hence, many gaps 
appeared, to the dire peril of nocturnal pedestria.ns .10 
In 1868 thero was a mild controversy between the ditors of the 
Athens � and the Chattanoo�a Da.ill Re,eublioan over the degree of 1J.llim... 
pressiveness of Chattanoo a ' a  appearance . · he Athens editor, on a visit to 
Chattanooga, said that the " spirit of improvement does not seem to be ex .. 
ercising control, 11 and that 11a portion of the buildings begin to look time­
worn and seedy. " This, the Chattanooga. editor did not challenge, but when 
the critic went on to say that two--thirds o f  Chattanooga housas were 
8 Livingood, "Chattanooga, tt P •  39. 
9 Goodspeed Publishing Company, Histo!Y of Tennessee, H&�ton 
County Edition (Nashville, 1887 ) 1  p .  868. 
lO American Union, February 16, 1868. 
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miserable board shanties with clay chimneys, some argument wa..l!J offered as 
to the correctness of the proportion.1l 
Lawlessness was common, and the city court dockets were usually 
crowded. Keepers of bawdy houses flourished. The local police policy was 
to bring these offenders in once a week in order to colle¢t a five-dollar tl 
fine . This , in effect,. amounted to a licensing system with a .ree or five 
dollars per week.  On one o ccasion, a local newspaper reported that f'ive 
bawdy house keepers came in to p their fines in one day . One of these 
kept two houses with eight girls in each. The newspa.p r pointed out that 
th so were not all, that more were to be notified by the police to come in 
and pay the fine • 12 
The condition of the city jail should have kept prospective law-
breakers on the straight and narrow path. A correspondent of a local new!--
paper in late 1867 described 1 t as beinno Q.Omplete1.Y devoid of stoves and 
panes of glass. In the uppor story he found over a dozen vrumen in one room 
without a !Single chair, bench, or bed visible . there were holes in the 
13 
ceiling, and the roof was badly in need of repair. 
The l aboring man scarcely lived off the fat of the land. Unskilled .> 
labor received trom 7$ cents to 1 . 50 per day�l4 the city paid a little 
11 Livingood, nchattanooga, " P• 38 . 
12 American Union, llaroh 12 , 1868 . 
13 �· , November 1, 1867 . 
X 
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more than the scale in private industry. In March, 1868; the city council 
set a schedule under whi ch laborers rlOUld receive $1 .75 per day; :mechanics, 
·w2 . 50; teat15, $) .00; .foremen, $2 .00J and quarr-J' man, $1 • .50.15 If the 
worker lived in a boarding house he VJou1d not have much left .from his pq 
check for liquor and riotous living . A typical rate for board was $2,5 per . 
month, wS per we k, and 3.5 cent� per individual mea1 .l6 The constant 
threat of unemployment also limited the working man ' a aecuri ty during this 
period.17 
However, there was a rosier side to the picture o.f the Mountain 
City . I£ one had money he could live in comfort and even enjoy some lux-
uries . ln the income tax returns aubta.itted to the Federal internal revenue 
department for 1867 were the names of 53 tea1dents of lirun.ilton County, most 
of' whom were Chatta.noogans . While the highest taxable income listed was 
only $6582 . 83,  it is to be assumed that tho actual inco�e in each case was 
18 considerably r;roater tho.n that declarod to the government • 
There vvere opportunities to spend money on luxury goods and entertain• 
ment. Several dealers carried such .food items as dates� oranges� lemons, 
and oysters .19 there we:re billiard parlors, aa.loons1 bowling alleys, and 
l' American Union, March 11, 1868. 
l6 Ibid. ;  April 4, 1868 . - -
l7 Ibid. , February 4, 1868. -
18 Ibid . ,  April 4, 1866. -
l9 �, January 7, 1868. 
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houses featuring intriguing gambling devioes ,20 A eummer resort was op�ned 
on Lookout Mountain in 1865.�1 Circuses and traveling shows were frequent 
occurrencee . 22 Baseball was pl�ed during most of the year, and Chattanooga 
had several clubs , one of which, the ountain City, played. ames against · 
representatives o£ Knoxville, Nashville, and iemplus .23 or those vdth more 
refined tastes there were frequent musical programs and performances by 
amateur players .24 
Chattanooga had had a good bridee across the Tennessee (constructed 
by the Federal a.rr:ny) prior to the flood of 1867 .. After this was swept avr;q 
a crude fer� was tl� only means of crossing the river. No improved roads 
extended into the hinterland, end such dirt roads as existed became impass­
able in bad weather. 25 ·when Chattanoogans went to the county- se t at 
Harrison, about 14 miles army, they preferred to go by steamer on the river . 26 
Knoxville entered tho period of the Radical regime greatly aged 
by the oc cupation of both armies . It r. s otill a country town. Boys 
20 Ibid. , Fcbrua�/ 29, 1868 . -
21 Whi�1 August 16� 1865. 
22 American Union, Sovember 1,  1867 , January 1.5, 1868 . 
23 Ibid . , 1arch 10, 1868 . 
24 Ibid. , December 8., 1867 , February 9; 1868 . -
25 Livingood, 11Chattanooga, rt P • 39 . 
26 .American Union, February 4, 1868 . 
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frequently chased rabbits through its streets and gardens , and a gentleman 
caught a large opossum under his house in the heart o! the city as l ate as 
the fall of 1868 . 27 Garbage disposal '�s the ro�ponsibility of the indi-
vidual citizen, and apparcmtly said citizen did not always assume his respon-
sibility. The city council passed an ordinance in 1868 requiring residents 
to remove all offensive material from their premises under pain of having 
it removed by the city marshal at the expense of the property holder . The 
same co,mcil meeting recorded a petition s igned by a large number of citi-
zens requesting an ordinance to prohibit nhoga running loor,e � the streets. n28 
But Knoxville ' s growth and development was more rapid and more even than that 
of Chattanooga . Ita population steadily advanced during the period . 29 
While the city had been left fenceless and vlith most of ito buildings either 
destroyed or damaged in 1864, its recover,y in this respect as unbelievab� 
rapid . JO 13y 1867 the buildine- boom ha . made proeres to tr. ·· EOCtent · that 
400 houses wer erected durine t he year. Theso were bi n means board 
shanties . Mo st of them vrore n coL1mOdio s houses of bri ck, or large frmne 
dwellings, or neat cottages . u3l 
27 Knoxville Press and Herald, December 1, 1868 . 
28 Wl1i�, arch 11, 1868 . 
29 Facts and Figures, P • 20 • 
.30 Knoxville Free Press, August 22, 1867 .  
31 � . , November 5, 1867 . 
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John Fleming, whose hatred of the Radical regime led him to decr,y 
the n evil timee upon which our people have fallen" said edi'torially of 
Kno o.ville : 
But Knoxville seems to be a. v10nderful exception to the gen­
eral rule . In all directions, as 1 · by magic, factories, machine 
shops, storehouses , dwelling houses, and bUildings of every descrip- "' 
tion are springing up . Business, in all its varieties, seems to be 
thriving. The people, generally, seem to have remunerative occupa- 32 
tions--at least they dress well, look well, and appear to be healt�. 
An early c�gn was sponsored by the � to et street lighting, 33 
but the result was not achieved until September, 1867 . J4 The Knoxville 
Gas Company submitted a bill for over 200 for 'October, the first month of 
operation, .or gas used L'1. public lanps . While this was doomed exorbitant 
by the city c luncil., and negotiations ' re carriod on in order to reduce it , 
the amount seems to indicate rather extensiVe street lighting . j) 
A rather noc ern firo department wM in oporation .. Tho city bOught a 
stear:t fi re enuine , 1200 fcot of hose, and a ho se curriq_!e in Janunrj, 1868, 
at an expanse of o ver $8,.000�36 During the latter part of the same year 1 
a home wa3 built for the new fire engine at the head o f  Market Square . 'lhia 
\ 
was a brick building 40 feet square and avi}\i two stories . The fire engine 
occu-pied t he lo·�er floor, ilo the municipal offices 1rere looo.ted upstairs • .37 
�ress and Herald, October 24, 
3.3 J!!!!:[. , March .$, 1664 . 
34 Free Press, Septembe� 1,  1867 . 
1 .68. 
35 Knoxville Herald, November Y, 1867 . 
36 Rule, Knoxville, p. 106. 
37 Ibid . ,  PP • 106-107 . -
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Law enforce:nent seems to have been a little oore efficient in Knox-
ville than in Chattanooga. Prosti tutea were barred from the city by or-
dinance. However, the suburbs w·ere not distant, and there, according to 
the Free Pross38 thay could 11be seen walking the streeto at allno st all hours 
of the day and night, plying tl eir infamous vocation . "  
Several of the streets were graded and had curbs, and a few were 
1Ilacadmnizod)9 The ent ering r oads  were considerably supe rior to the corres-
pending one:J into Chattanoo. a. There were a nwnbor of turnpike companies 
that proJ:lOtod the buildi..."lg o f  such roads . }lost prominent among th se were 
tl-;e Taze <oll and Kin�ston. The :C:in.;ston Turnpike Company ras chartered by 
the leGislature in 1866. It raised funds by subscription in order to build 
a.•1d lrw.cadamize the first five mil • From t e re n, the plan wa.a , "PB¥ as 
you •o . n toll gate was erect d and fee.s re thus collected to build 
another five ileG .40 
A traveler on the 'l'azewell Pike in 1867 saw ix miles of road lined 
with otone for na.cadamizing . fany workers wero enga�ed in poundinb the 
large stones into small ones . !t was e�tit:lated that the Pike v:ould be 
macadamized nine miles out of Knoxvill e by the spring of 1868.41 
Tha wage scale in Knoxville \fas about the same as in Chattanooga, 
except that the c.1 ty council seems to have paid a slightly lower rate . 42 
38 September 5, 1867 . 
39 Whig, June 10, 1867, Septel!lber 30, 1869. 
40 Rule ,  Knoxville , pp . 272-27) . State aid �s cra�tod to the 
turnpike companies in 18o6 . Acts of Tennessee, 1865-18661 P •  266. 
41 Herald; Ilovember 8, 1867 .. 
42 Wh1fi, March 11, 1868. 
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Apparently Knoxville had only one }Jbor tm1 on during reconstruction. It 
was a branch of the typographical union and was o rganized November 9, 1867 . 
This was no militant or radical organization. It aroused no fears, apparently, 
in the breasts of the newspaper owners. fhe union called for a ten-hour day 
and a miniawa wage of $16 per week . 4.3 'l'he Knoxville Free Press assumed an 
attitude of benevolent paternalism toward toe union am gave t.be members an 
editorial pat on thEJ back as follows :: 
!he terms laid do"iftl by the Knoxville " Union" are no higher 
than those already allowed, we believe, by all the proprietors .  
We Wi·sh t he boys a pleasant time and trust they- may pfpelper 1n 
carr;1.ng out the legitimate objecte of their 11Un.ion., n44 
Rents were so high in 1866 that Brmmlow thou ht nearly all dwelling 
hous es were out of the x-each of the "mechanic or the man of $!1all ca.pital • .-4' 
\ttetail �ices for food, hO'ftever1 began to decline in 1665, and by late 
G866 they had r-eached a level comparable with pre-war normal . Variety was 
on the increase, and gradtlaJ.ly imported foods and delicacies appeared in 
quantity in the stores . Raisins, tea, lemons, and spices were on the shelves 
ot Knoxville shops by February• 1866.46 Such teras ae cudbear, logwood, 
madder, �n:i copperas appeared often in the market advertisements . 47 These 
substances were used in eyeing cloth, a practice still common in rural homes . 
4.) Herald, November 12, 1867 . 
44 Free Press, November 14, 1867·. 
45 !!!!!• ,  December 12, 1666. 
46 Ib1d,. 1  February 1 ,  1866. 
47 �., Pebru� 7, 1866, July 7, 1869. 
4) 
Ginseng was sold on the general market for medicinal purposes. Furs were 
also prominent on market li'!Jt advertisements, particularly tox, coon, mink1 
muskrat, otte.r, and opossum, with prices ranging trom 12.50 to $) .00 for 
an otter skin to five cents tor an opossum fllr.46 Eggfl; chickens, turkeys1 
and d.ucks were plentiful and cheap after la66, and venison was on the 
market most ot 'tbe time • Sugar, candy, and ooal.-oU were eXpensive itenuJ, 
the latter ranging .from 75 cents to $2 .$0 per gallon. 49 
For leiaure time Xnoxville offered many recrsation$1. opport'Uilities. 
'!here were a number of saloons and billiard parlors 1 in some cases the two 
in combination . One advertised itselt aa "directly in rear of the Press 
and Herald office where you can read the �ws or drink the dns . rt $0 An 
51 
ice cream parlor was opened on Market Square in the spring of 1 865.. A 
dancing club was organi•ed in 1868 and sponsored dances regUlarly in the 
local aud1tor111Dl.52 Cirouses passed through frequently, and shows featur­
ing freaks nre oOiilmon.53 Baseball was extremelY popular and Knoxville 
had at least ti ve teams at one time, not counting the colored teams . 54 A 
baseball tournament held in the fall of 1867 waa said to have been witnessed 
by "l41l41 of Knoxville ' s  fairest, bravest,  mnalle.lJt, largest, and blackest . "S$ 
48 Knoxville, Commercial,. 14arch 13, 1866 . 
49 WhiS, JUly 7,  19, 1669. 
SO Press and Herald,. October 14, 1868 • 
.Sl � Mq 101 1865 . 
S2 Press and Herald, November 5,. 1868 . 
53 Ibid. 1 October 6, 1866. 
·-
.54 Free Press, 8eptoraber 4, 1667 . 
55 lbid . ,  Xovember 6, 1867 . 
-
An audito:rium was begun in the .fall of 1867 and was completed the 
following year . According to its published plans the structure could seat 
1500 persons and was lighted with gas and heated with hot air pipea .  56 
About the same time Professor Knabe, the local music teacher, organized a 
chorus and orchestra into the Philharmonic Society. 57 The society gave a 
concert of classical and semi-classical music in the tall ot 18681 and the 
Preas and Herald58 �ied a long review of the performance., The critic 
thought the orchestra work generally good, but thought the lady pianist a 
little too delicate 1n her touch tor performance in an auditorium. Some 
pieces were too long, he complained, and he suggested that it would have been 
more appropriate to have interspersed some old popular music with the class-
ical. 
The Germans of Knoxville had their o1m cultural organi�ation, the 
Tum ein . This body' gave musical and recreational programs frequently. 
One of these which the originators called a "1loonlight Promenade Concert',. 
featured instrumental music, singing, dancing, and athletic feats.  59 Fur ... 
ther proof that KnoXVille was not indifferent to music l� in the prominence 
o£ advertisements for organs and pianos and also the fact that 147 pianos 
were t"eported on the tax list or 1867 .60 
56 Herald, November 17, 1867 . 
57 Ibid . �  Decem.ber 20, 1867 . 
-
S8 December 6, 1866. 
59 Whig, July 21, 1869. 
6o Rule, KnoxvUle, P• 107 . 
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the emergence o£ East Tennessee as an industrial and mini t'efJion,. 
prophesie� by leader a from the time or Ezekiel. B rds�e, began to take .form 
in this period. It is true that not much JDOIIlentUii was gained before the 
1870 ' s, but the signs were unndstakable .  Industrial associations and boards 
of trade 'Were formed to promote the movement., 'these booster groups did not 
boast 1110 much of achievements as of possibilities. one such organization, 
the �oxville Industrial Association, published a pamphlet on the statue - _,.-
of manufacturing, agriculture, and mining u of 1868 . This pamphlet pointed 
out that wi.th the exception of 6 f'fiW turnaces and tound.riea, a nail .factory, 
a .few cotton yarn factories, "a steam tannery or two, some plow .factories, 
a soap factory, a few steam saw mills • • • one zinc establishment, a .few 
rolling mills • • •  we a:re just where we were fifty years ago; "  and that 
there was only one woolen goods factor,y 1n the state and none for weaving 
any cotton cloth other than brown domestic.61 The practice of importing eo 
much was deplored aa follows ; 
We import from other states all our reapers, mowers, thresh­
ers and engines, all o.f our chairs,. axes,  shovels, hoes, rakes, 
forks, nre, sheet-iron, iron pipes ,  hinges, scythes, picket willowo­
ware and rope, and even our axe and pick handles and wagon spokes; 
most o.f our pl01f81 brooms,. furniture, wooden-ware, fire grates,  .X 
stoves, corn shellers,. horse shoes and horee shoe nails, domestic 
prints, woolens, boots, tdl"'e�'" � hats , clothing, and most of our ear­
riqes, and many of our wagons., besides hundr�s o! other al'ticles . 
The average cost of traneportation on thir�2 or these articles • • " 
is 17% as corapared with the originsl cost . 
The pamphlet further deplored paYing freight on reapers and mowers £rom Chi-
cago; plows, axes, and horseshoes from Connecticut) stoves .from Albany, 
61 Facta and F!Jures 1 pp. 16-17 . 
62 Ibid . ,  p . 17 .  
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Philadelphia, and OincinnatiJ carriages from Ne• Hampshire, and b�ooms !�om 
New York.63 
A more detailed catalog of the industry already started, however 1 
seems a little more impressive than the Facts and figures pamphlet would in­
dicate. Knoxville and Chattanooga were, of course,  the main centers of the 
rising new industry, but there wero other centers of more than negligible 
irnportanoe • 
.By lJ69 Knoxville had one establishment, �he Knoxville Iron Company';) 
lVh.ich included a rolling mill, a .foundry: a machine shop, a nail mill, and 
a railroad spike machine . 64 This company was formed by a carpetbagger who 
had been a Federal quartermaster, in partnership With some welsh 1mmigrants.65 
Under its auspices the first coal to be transported on the Knoxville and 
Kentucky Railroad was brought into Knoxville . 66 other foundries �re the ..A 
KnoXVille Foundry and llaehine Shop, which, in addition to doing repair work 
for the railroads and other factories and mille, made plOW81 grates, hollow 
67 'ftre and circular eaws £or sa• mills; and the Cumberland, which made 
railroad castings, bollOlJ .,.:are, grates, and stoves . 68 
Knoxville also had .four furniture factories ( although nine-tenths of 
63 Ibid . ,  P •  17 . 
64 Helm.s t Knoxville City Directory, 1869 (Knoxville c  T .  Hawes and 
Co . ,  1869) , PP •  45-46. 
65 Rule, Knoxville, p .  207 . 
66 . 8 Ibid. , p .  20 • -
67 Whig, October 10, 1866. 
68 Ibid. J Rule 1 Knoxville, p. 198 . 
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her furniture was $'till i&ported frQJn the North) , a tannel"y, a pork factory 
that produol;ld 'bacon and lard, a soap factory, two breweri.es,. three planing 
mills which operated sash, door, and blind factories; a. gaa works which 
lighted the principal streets and a large share o£ the stores and private 
residences ,  seven nour JDills1 two saw mills1 one pottery mill, one turning 
69 mill, four tin-working shops, and a paper JJlill . 
Chattanooga industry grew from 22 small i.ndustriett employing 214 v;-
m.en in 186o to 58 industrial establishments employing 650 workmen in 1670.70 
Retail and wholesale trtide was still the main b\1$ineas in the Mountain City 
but there were several saw mUla, grist mills, and tw tumiture .factories 
in the city during tbis period. fhe latter made bureaus, beds, chairs, and 
71 . school furniture , Far more important was the incipient iron industr.y. 
In 1864 a rolling mill to reroll iron rails was built by the Federal govern­
ment. 72 This ptoperty wa.s leased to. private oitizene in October, 1665� The 
company failed in 1868 due to failure to get enoUgh iron to Op$r�te at oap­
ac1 ty, 13 and early in 1869 1 t was sold to J.  T. Wilder, the gt�eatest o! the 
carpetbaggers to settle in East tennessee; and was niade a part. of the Roane 
Iron Company. WUder pu.t in puddling furnaces and began making iron rails * ?4 
69 COlllllare1al, August 1, 1866; Free PrE;lss., August JO, 1867 J Helm• s 
Knoxville Di�ecto9, pp . 46-4 7 • 
· · 
70 Livingood, riCbattanooga, " PP • .37-J8 ,  
7l Ibid. , P•  44. - . 
72 Ooodepeed, History of Tennessee, p .  262 . 
7) Livingood, ••Chattanooga, II l'- u5. 
74 Goodspeed, History of Tennessee, P •  262 . I � - t. 
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alder had served in the war as commander of a distinguished unit 
referred to as Wilder ' s  Lightning Brigade . On release !Tom the army- he 
sought a milder climate because of poor health . East Tennessee ' s  climate 
together w1 th her resources in minerals caused him to decid · to migrate 
here. He moved to Chattanooga at the age of )6 . Arter prospecting about 
the region h found the ri ht combination of ooal and iron in Roane County. 
Joined by other capitalists he formed the Roane Iron Compaqy in 1867 . 75 
The Roane Cotmty plant was located at Oak Springs, four miles from 
the Tennessee River. The iron ore was dug about one-half' mile from the 
furnace at a cost o:f 50 cents per ton and was hauled to the furnace on a 
small railway. Coal alao .was mined only ono-half mile frO!:\ the furnace . 
A high quality of iron was made and operating expenses were low. 76 Out .. 
put was said to be 9000 tons per year in the beginning . The coal mine there 
was thought at the time by Wilder to be the thickest vein in the world . He 
stated that an air course driven through the vein indicated it to be over 
100 .feet ttdck, itmore than tw�ioe the thickness of the largest bed of an­
thracite coal in Penns,ylvania. "77 
In Polk County there was a copper-mining industry that supported a 
population ot about .3000.76 These mines in Copper :Basin were said to yield 
15 Samuel c .  Williams, General Johll T .  Wilder, Conunander of the 
Lightnini Brigade (Bloomingtons Indiana university Press, 19.36), pp . hO, h2 . 
76 Goodspeed, Histoq of Tennessee, P• 262 . 
77 �� July 21, 1869. 
78 Bokum,. !enneseee Handbook, P • 42 .  
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more copper than e.ny other in the united States with the exception of the 
Lake Superior mines.79 The East Tennessee Zinc Company was located in 
Jefferson County at a mine With an ore vein five to eix feet thick and said 
to be one of !our o£ its kind in the United States. \'he operating machinery 
wu powered by a turbine wheel. The company told lr. Bokum, the state 
immigration commissioner, that it expected to make 2500 pounds of zinc ox­
ide during 1868 and twice that amount during 1869. 80 Iron mines were 
operating in Greene County and lead mines in Bradley. 81 Uuch marble was 
quarried ifi Hawkins County near Rogersville , This area furnished marble 
for the atate capitols of Ohio and South Carolina and for the National 
82 Capitol at Washington. 
Apparently the only factory manufacturing woolen cloth was at Kings-
port. Set up by a gentleman who had formerly operated a cotton factory 
in Des Voines� Iowa, this taator.y sent out wagons to 12 counties in East 
Tennessee to exchange manufactured cloth and blankets for raw wool to make 
more cloth and blankets. Operated by water power, its machinery included 
carding machines, looms, and finishing machines - One loom could weave ten 
19 Facta and Figures, P• 1$. 
80 Bokum, 
Bl Ibid. , 
-
82 i Ib d. , 
-
Tennessee Handbook, P •  25 . 
P •  40. 
P •  2Z . 
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to fifteen blankets per dl\Y'. From. eight to ten looms were used for weav­
ing woolen cloth, each of which could weave 40 yards per d�. eavers 
were paid two and one-half cents per yard and, therefor e, could mate $1.00 
per day if they wo:rked diligently. Ten women and five men were employed 
in the plant .  llost of the cloth woven was either red and white striped .. 
which was widely preferred for petticoats, or solid gray. 83 
A wool spinning factory was enough of a rarity to create something 
of a sensation at Elizabethton as late as 1869 . According to the Wbi�84 
men , women and children ca'D.e from miles around on horseback) on Foot, in 
· carriages and wagons to see it operate and to w.i tness the results of rough 
rool tt just as it was sheared from the backs of the sheep going through 
three or four processes and coming out into beautiful and finely spun 
threads as even and as uniform as the hairs in a horse ' s  mane . n 
To emphasize the overwhelmingly rural nature of East Tennessee 
society in this period, only two towns, with the exception of Knoxville 
and Chattanooga, had populations of more than 1000. 'l'hese were Greene-­
ville and Gleveland . 8$ Most of the people 11ve4 on farms of from 20 to 
100 acres . A few counties,. notably Jefferson, Sullivan, Blount, Greene , 
Monroe, Kcllinn, and Rhea, had a substantial proportion Qt farms larg�r 
than 100 acres . There were 80 tarms 1n East Tennessee of a si�e from 500 
to 1000 acres, while only eleven 1n the whole region were larger than 1000 
acres �� 86 Knox, Greene, Washington, Roane, Blount; Hamilton, and Jefferson 
83 Counce, Kingsport, PP • 79�60. 
84 June 10, 1869. 
85 Com;eendium of the Nineb u. S.  CensUB, 1870,. pp. 326-339. 
86 Ninth u. s .  Census, 1870, Vol . III, P •  .362 . 
were the wealthiest counties in the order given, as judged by t he total 
value of their real and personal property, mile }.forgan, scott, and Se­
quatchie were the poorest by the same criterion. 87 
$1 
F�g was more diversified than in any other section of the state. 
Very little cotton was grown; the total in 1869 amounting to a little over 
2000 bales .  Near4r all the counties raised substantial quantities of tobacco, 
Irish and sweet potatoes, 'Winter wheat, corn, and oats. Lesser quantities 
of beans, hay, spring ·wheat, rye, barley, buckwheat; rice, he tp, flax, so:r-
ghum., butter, cheese, wine, maple sugar, wax, honey, apples, peaches, and 
88 pears were also produced . 
Livestock raised included horses, mules, asses, 1\lilk cows , working 
oxen, beer aattle, sheep, and hogs . In East Tennessee oxen were used far 
more extensively tor draft purposes than mules .  This was another respect 
in which the region differed from the rest of the state . Greene, Knox, and 
89 .Jefferson were the greatest producers ot livestock., 
Bottom lands along the ureeka and rivera were said to yield upwards 
ot 50 bushela of com to the aere/0 Land prices for these bottom lando 
ranged rrom $50 to 100 per acre . Other good improved farm lands could be 
bought for $5 to 25 per a.cre, whUe mountain landa sold for as little as 
87 lbid • •  pp., 57-56. -
88 Ib1d. t PP • 242-249. -
89 Ibid, -
90 Facta and F1ees, p .  6. 
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30 cents per aara. 91 The average assessed valuation of l� per acr$ ran• 
ged from 53 cents in Scott Coqnty to $12 .06 in H�lton. 92 
From the beginning of the recornJtruction period East T ennessee made 
efforts to attract immigrants to he;r soil . ln this Parson Brownlo and the 
Radicals t ook the lead, but there was no disagreemant on the part of the 
Conservatives a."1d Democrats in this mAtter. Contact, with northern troops 
in the Federal army, �me or whom had remainad to settle in Tennessee, was 
a faetor in accelerating the movement !or inducing no;rthel·ners to come down 
with their capital or their la'bor power . 'rhe commissioners of the Penneyl-
vania Relief Associatir.m for East Tennessee l.ent their endorsement to the 
idea. They had visited with a planter near :Loudon who had employed a dis­
charged Yankee soldier to work for him .  According to the commissioners 
the Loudon farmer was mora than satisfied : "He said the soldier did more 
work in one day than any negro did in !ive.n93 
The coli'IIIlissioners also remarked in thi� repGrt ot their trip that 
11East T ennessee with ita fertile lands, its rich �nes, and valuable water 
power, presents a fine field for the application o! nQr'thern labor and 
capital, and when this ca.lam:i.ty is overpast, and a direct 1•ailroad communi-' 
cation with the Norlh is secured, it will prosper as never be£ore. "94 
91 Ibid. ,  PP • 6-7 . -
92 BokuJn, Tenll;e�se� lif.mdb�ok, P •  52 , 
93 Penn&lvarda. Relief Report, p.  22 . 
94 lbid. -
About the same time Brownlow began to wage an editorial campaign 
in the Whifi on the subje�t of i.mm1g�ation. He said. that East Tennessee 
needed tin .0. stove shops, carpenters, cabinet makere 1 boot and shoe shops 1 
tanneries.- tailors, blackamitha, Jaachiniste, tJQddlers, harnee:fu melcers, ear. 
riage makers, school teachers; and physicians. le invited loyal immigr..mte 
to col!le in .and perform these jobs in plaee of the 'rebel lick spittles" 
who had tled south.. "fhe country now looks bad, " c;onoluded the Parson, 
"but the wa;r over and evecything 'WiU spting into life . n9S 
In early 1866 the German Association of Knoxville had a bureau of 
immi�ation to promote the tl�w ot Ge�an-born immisrants to East tennessee . 
The association had alnady secured an agreement ld.th t he president. ot the 
East. Tennessee and Virginia Railroad to transport immitWants at half price . 
Travel was accoraplisbed by st.euer to Norfolk $Dod then to Jmoxville by rail , 
Juliu.o Ochs, the president of the 1mmigx-ation bureau, said that many German 
tamUies lf.l.shed to come to East 'fennesaee.96 
Newspapers,. 'both Cons-ervative and R$di¢al, joined b1 the claznor tor 
1m:migration, although the Radical press 1f8.S a little more whole-hearted 
about the JU.tter.. "We want an emigrat:ioll /iic7 ot enterprie,ing aen in all 
the .avocattona of lite to hammer old togyi.am out of all of ua, • stated the 
Jonesboro Ygl.on FlSf (Radical} . 97 the paper furthel;' said that East 
95 Wh!§, .January l6, 1864. 
96 . . . . . Coll.ll8l"c1al, Jfarob 13, 1866. 
91 August 16, 1867. 
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Tennessee 1rould do well to adopt the northern sys tem of industry and edu­
cation and that i.f this were done it would mak e  the section one 11boasting 
opulent and wealthy cities ,. and that East t·ennessee would then nma.rch on 
to her g�and dest� amid' the thunder roar of innumerable factories . "  
Whether as 8: result of the campaign or for other reasons, a s1�eable 
number of immigrants did come to East tennes�ee . Some of these were out-
standing capitalists such as J .  T .• Wilder, H .. s. Chamberlain, and William J .  
Ramage . 98 The Nashville Press and Times e stimated that s ix  t o  eight families J 
per week were entering East Tennessee early tn 1867 .99 The migration was 
more one of capital than of labor, llowever, few northern laborers finding 
the enticements attractive enough. What there was of the latter type o£ 
immigration, however, favored East Tennessee .100· 
There were sane discord�1t note s  mingled with the �vmns o.f invitation, 
however1 The Con.servative press often round it neaessary to use the carpet­
bagger designation as a political weapon. For ex-ample ,  Horace Mayuard was 
denounced as an ttadventurer from ltassachusetts Who $&ttled here several 
years ago . ulOl Such attacks did not help attract other " adventurers . •i Then 
there was some tendency on the part of na.ti ves to e:xploi t the newcomers . 
98 Rule ,  Knoxville, p .  3.33 • 
99 w. B . Hesseltine, "Tenne asee ' s  Invitation to Carpetbaggers , "  East 
Tennessee Historical Society't s Publications, No . 4 {Knoxville, 1932 ) , 'P •  106. 
100 Ibid. , pp .  105'-106. -
101 Commercial, August 1,  1866 , Actually, Maynard had come to Tennessee 
long before the war and also long before the editor of tl1e Commercial settled 
in the stat e .  
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The German A::lsociation sent a questionnaire to farmers asking the. prioe· o t  
land. A Bradley County farmer replied that he had some uncleared land that 
he would be willjng to part with at the rate of $20 per acre, At this time 
such land could be bought in Minnesota for $1 .25 per acre . 'the Knoxville 
Herald102 thought the Bradley ramer underestimated the native shreltdness 
ot prospect! ve German i.mlni.grants . "People won' t  come to Tennessee, " it 
warned editorially, "'to benefit the present inhabitants,  but to lqke money 
and improve their own condition. w  
In December, 18671 the legislature oreated a state board of ilnmi­
gration, lOJ and Hermann Bokwa was chosen. coJllnissioner of immigration. His 
experience had inclUde<l work With the United States Department of State 
Bureau of Dltmigration, l04 and he had also served for a time as .agent ot the 
105 Freedmen ' s  Bureau in East tennessee.  Shortly after Bokl.ull' s  appointment 
the East Tennessee Immigration Society was formed at a convention ot East 
Tennessee teachers .106 
Bokum took his duties seriously • Early in 1868 he published a book 
,�, 
extolling the attractions of Tennessee, in which book East 'tennessee got a 
disproportionate share of apace , 1'he mineral and imustr1al possibilities 
were emphu1zed over the agricultural. In addition to his book Bokum wrote 
numerous letters to New York papers extolling the climate; resources,  and 
102 December 21, 1667 . 
10.) Hesseltine , " Invitation to Carpetbagger�, 11 p� 108. 
@oleum, Tennessee Handbook,. P •  3.  
&Hesseltine, "Invitation to Carpetbaggers, • P •  109. 
106 Herald, December 27, 1867 . 
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freedom from lawle�sneao 1n East 1enneaaee .107 
The follOWing year the KnoxvUle lndustr1al Association published 
a paaphlet designed to promote :l.mmi.gration. !his pamphl.et also emphasized 
the industrial and mineral resources of the section. AddUional entice. 
menta otfered included cheap labor, equable cliute, and freedom from dis. 
order . On the latter. point the pamphlet aaid : "!he people of East Tennessee 
are at peace. the outrages of 1rhich strangers may read are 1n lliddle and 
1St . -fl.. . '11>"1 1..- 108 nest Tennessee . Tuere are no Ku 1\.lo.wt outrages ,�re . n The association 
.arranged for C'peeial railway rates for persons coming fiJQuth in order to 
prospect for homes or investments .109 The Knoxville c;tty oouncil cooperated 
by offering to buy 15 to 20 acres ot l.and and give. it to any capitalist will-
UO 
ing to invest $100,000 in a manufacturing enterprithh 
The ChattanOQga �Y Re£ublican carried an advertisement beginning 
December a, 1868,. and continuing .for a month, with the heading uwanted 
ltmlled1ately, Any' NUMber of Garpetbiil.ggere to Come to Chattanooga and Settle . "  
The advertisement went. on to extol the climatet soi'l.t minerals, and rtlUroads. 
of the region and to assure prospect1 ve illlnigrants that the jurisdiction o£ 
. � · . . m the "Ku nux n.�-alll and other vermi.n does not extend over these parts . "·  
107 aesoeltine, "Invitation to carpetbaggers, " p .  112 . 
108 . Facts $hd Fis�es, p .  11. 
109 id 21 Ib . , P• . • -
110 mu.i, September JO, 1869 . 
lll :Livingood, 'lChattanooga, " P• 40.  
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fhe results of the various campaigns are dif.t'icul t to evaluate. No 
doubt a<De of the· migration ot northern capital and labor were due to such 
propaganda. One-siXth of the property ot Knoxville was owned by northern ·�·f' 
i.mli:d.grants in 1869.112 Sut some emigration !rom. the section occurred dur ... 
1ng the period, particularly to �souri .113 In the fall elections o£ 1669 
the nemocr.ats. won cont�ol ot tbe State goveX'l'I.Wmt, but no fundamental change 
in the poliOf of encour41.gemant of im.migx-ation was brought about as a result. 
However • the emph&eis •as �hi.fted porceptibly to E\U:'Opo$l immigrants rathel" 
than northern capit.al.ll4 
The railroads eXisting or b eing built during this period were th� 
East Tennessee and V:.it'g1n1a1 which ran from Knoxville to Bristol with_a 
branch line to Ro ersvill�; the East Tennes-see and Geor ia· which ran h-om ""-. 
the Knoxville and Kentuc ; the Xentuc and Charl.e.aton, and the Cino ti, 
CUA\berland Oa and Charlsston.115 
The East tennessee and Georgia and the East Tennessee am Virginia 
had been completed before th.e war.116 These two railroads made connections 
112 Hesseltine, '' Invitation to Carpetbaggers, ff p .  105. 
llJ Whi§, Septelllber 30, 1�9 . 
ll4 Hesseltine, 1t lnvltation to Carpetbaggex-s, tt· P •  l.l5 . 
ll.S 
Bolnml, Tennes.see Handbook, Frontispiece lll4P• 
1,16 'l'heee roads were consolidated in 1869. R. o� Biggs, the Develop­
ment of Railroad Transportation in East "l'enneseee During th e  Reoonstl"uction 
P-eriod (Master•$ thesis, University of Tennessee.; l9.34),  PP• l.hO..l.41. 
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with Baltimore and Mew Iork. 'he trip from Knoxville to New York required 
fifty-two hours, and the tare was $,3) . 20 .  Freight for the same di stance 
was at the rate of $2 .70 per htmdred . 'J.'he trip from Knoxville to Chattanooga 
took about nine hourth 117 which may have been due to stops at the eating 
houses on the way .  Tr ins stopped .full time for moals at Knoxville . ll
B 
Eat-
ine houses ware located. at various towns bet �een there and Chattanooga for 
the benefit of rail tr velers,. thos.e at Loudon and ltouse Creek (Niota) being 
cited for their good meals.119 
The Knoxville and Kentucky had been araded to Clinton before the war, 
and rails had been laid ten miles out of Knoxville . During the war , Joseph (_ 
A. Mabry, the president of the company, used the line mainly to haul wOOd 
for the Confederate s .  By the end of the war les s  t han  s ix  miles of track 
remained, and the main bridges were missing •120 As early as late 1863 effort• 
were made to c omplete construction of the road to Lexington as a military 
project , Burnside prepared to construct it121 and Brownlow urged Lincoln 
to ?ress it on Congress in his next annual message .122 Federal subsidy failed 
to materialize, but the state government was more kind. ith laVish $tate 
ll 7 Whi&, , September 6, 1865, }fovember l ,  1665 .. 
118 864 Ibid. , April 2 ,  1 • -
119 866 
D 
Commercial,. March lJ 1 1 . • 
� Biggs, Railroad Transportation, pp .  59, 61• 6.3 . 
121 Coulter• Brownlow,. pp . 249-250. 
122 2• !· Vol . XXXI, Series I, pt . 31 P• 278. 
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subsidies, the road was comploted thirty-two miles o t of Knoxville by 
March, 1866.12.3· :No more waa completed until 1868 wh$n seven more miles or 
track were laid. When thirtr-two miles had been completed the cost had 
been at tho rate of $4.3,000 per mile; but wh n .39 miles hud been completed 
the averaee cost had jumped to $601 000 per mile .l24 
lt is to be noted that the Radicals had no monopoly on support for 
Mabry and his railroad exploits and eJCploi tations . 1'he Conser ati ve press 
in East tennessee was as loud in its praise and support as the Whie. The 
Knoxville Free Preas on November 22,. 1867 praised the Omn b ich 
"We are glad to see 
that Hon. D. C .  Senter is strongly pressing the bill, " the editorial con .... 
tined. A week later, the same paper had the tollow.i.ng to say about the 
matter ; 
Much praise ia due alike to General Mabry, for the faithful 
and able manner in l'fbich he has presented the subject to the favoJ'.o 
able notice of the Legielatur3, and also to the Legislature itself, 
for the wisdom, foresight and liberality they have evinced in their legislation in :regard to the same . <!5 
1 The Knoxville and Charleston was al so Elided by a state grant in 1666. 
It was completed to Jlaryville in 1868, the first train making the trip on 
August J of that year, Financial difficulties pTevented t�el" progress on 
this road.126 
By the middle of 1866 the Cincinnati, Cumberland Gap, and Charlest.on 
125 Free Preas� Deeember 1, 1867 . 
126 Biggs, Railroad Transport-ation, P• 36. 
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had been completed. forty miles out or Morristown. Daily train& ran on this 
line, which connected with an AsheVill& etage line at Wolf Creek. Three 
hours and twenty minutes nre required for the trip from Morristown to Wolf 
127 
Creek. 
The other great means of transportation in East �enneseee was the 
tennessee River. Maxu- river craft plied the stream between Loudon and 
Chattanooga at all seasons ot the year . Smaller cratt reached Kn9xville 
at all seasons, and ascended such tributary streams as the French Broad; the 
Little Tennessee, the Clinch, the Hiwassee, Sale Creek, and Emory River.128 
Much competition was carried on for the trade in produce along the r1 ver 
banks . the tanners along the upper river would pUe their freight at th e  
'Wharf. 'the first steamer to cover the freight with h1$ tarpaulin was en­
titled b,y the l«W of the river to collect what he had covered on his return 
trip. Orten the:re was a race for the wharves between competing steamere .l29 
)laey' new boats were built i.Jmnedta.tely after the war am others were 
purchased and brought from the Ohio and the .Missi$s;1ppi in order to meet 
the tranaport needs of the coal and iron mines being opened .in t be valley •130 
Iron was brought from mines in Roane, Rhea, anc.1 lleigs counties, and coal 
from Rockwood, Sale Creek, and Soddy •131 other boats carried on a sort of 
127 Whig, July 21, 1866. 
1�8 Livingood, 11Chatta.nooga1 " P•  41 .  
129 T . J .  Campbell, The Upper Tennessee ( Oh.at tanooga : PUblished 
by the Author, 1932) 1  p �  58. 
lJO Ibid . 1 PP • 57-58. -
lJl. Ibid. , p .  59 .  -
. . 
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peddling trade along the river, exchanging goods ror poultry, eggs, butter, 
132 
and other farm produce . A typical load for a steamboat entering Chat-
tanooga included 3500 bushels of corn, 1000 �ushels of wheat, oats, butter, 
133 
eggs, and potatoes,  and 20 passenger• • 
In War , 18671 the most disastrous tlood in hi& tory occurred on the 
Tennessee R;i.ver. ltost ot the bridges were de�troyed, an:l thousands of 
dollars worth of property \f8.S swept avray. A steamboat that made a trip to 
Loudon during the flood was able to go up a hig� bed one and a half miles 
to the town of Washington in Rhea County. In Chattanooga the same boat 
· steamed Up llarket stl:"eet five blocks and could have gone farther had the 
J(qor not urged ret� to t.he ri veer bank, in order not to endanger the tot­
tering foundations or the partially submerged frame buildinga .134 
( 
The focussing of attention on the river that came as a result ot 
the flood may have be n ·an important factor in the movement that arose dur­
ing the following year tor river improvement . This movement seems to have 
originated in Chattanooga. In February a meeting was called there to dis ... 
cuss ways and means or getting Federal aid to rentove obstructions to river 
traffic near Chattanooga at J(uacle Shoals 1 Alabama. It was decided to 
l32. Livingood, "Chattanooga, tt P •  41 .  
1�3 American thion, JanUEII;f 30, 1868 . 
lJ4 Campbell, Upper. Tennessee, PP • 63-64. 
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call on the county oourta of the tennessee valle)" t o  appoint delegations 
to an Baste Tennessee-wide convention. The meeting pointed out that such 
improvements would provide an outlet for East Tennessee mineral and farm 
products and at the same time make the importation of manUfactured goode 
from the North and tropical foods cheaper and in grea.ter volume .l35 Cities 
a-a w$l.l aa county courts elected delegates to the larger convention. The 
Chattanooga City Council appointed 40 delegates and appropriated $100 for 
their expenses •136 'the meeting was held on Karch 18, 18681 in the city 
hall at Chattanooga, and about l25 delegates were present . These represen­
ted Knox, Hamilton, Rhea, Monroe, Roane, Sullivan, md 1la.r1on counties 1n 
Tennessee, as well .as the cities of Chattanooga and lncocville.  there were 
also delegates from Marshall County and the town1 ot Decatur, ',t'uscumbia1 
Bellefont, and Huntsville in Alabama. There was even one delegate represent­
ing the city o t  st . Louis . The Tennessee River Improvement Association was 
formed, and Colonel T. R. Stanley or Oha ttanooga lf&8 elected president •137 
this association started the agitation for Federal aid 1n river improvement 
which reached its ultimate £ru1t1an in the tennessee Valle.r Authority. 
While East Tennessee was still an overwhelmingly rural society in 
1869, the tirst slow ateps toward industrial development had been made . 
Thus were laid the first stones of the foundation .f'or the exploitation ot 
the region ' s  abundant r-aw materials in the twentieth centur,r . 
l35 American Union, February 8, 1868 .  
136 Ibid . ,  Karch 15, 1668. -
137 Ibid . J March 19- 1868. 
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CHAPTER III 
WHITE SOHOO;t.S AtiD OOLLOOES 
During the war educational activity was practically s uspended 1n 
East Tenne ssee. Such schools as were carried on were usually operated by 
one person in a private residence . An example of this type or school 
which continued to operate after the liberation ot East Tennessee was that 
of Mrs .. Ja:mes Haire in Knoxville. Mrs . Haire taught classes on a twenty ... 
week term basis;  giving "instruction in the elementary branches of a good 
English education" for a tuition tee ot $16 per term.1 
Later in the period private schools increased in number and impor-
tance . In many cues, however, these s chools were forced to depend on 
churches or churoh basements for housing . 2 By 1869 there were several pri-
vate schools in most of the oounties . Calling themael ves variously insti-
tutes, academies, and colleges; their curricula seldom indicated any mare 
advanced work than that given in a modern junior high school . A college 
book list contained suoh titles as McGuftey • s  New Serie s Readers, Bullion' s  
Grammar, )(ontei th and Ucllally • s Geoeapb,y Series; as well as Davis • :Ugebra., 
Quackenboss • Rhetoric• Parker 1 s  Philosophy, Sillhwn' s  Chettd.atey, Dav:l..,. 
Legendre ' a Oeometg, and Cutler • s ·Anatosr and Phzsiol?Q' ..3 Coeduca.ticr. ·rras 
l �, February 271 1864. 
2 American Union, January 28, 1866; Free Press, August 30, 1867 . 
3 Records of Holston College, Nellllarket, 1838-1906 (llanusoript in 
McClung Collection, Lawson McGhee Librar.y) , Minutes of Februar,y 3, 1a68. 
rare, and ma:zzy- o£ the sehools ot the period used the t erm ••Female'' in tbeir 
designat1ons.4 Many othef!' school names 1ndJ.eated tJp¢nawship by the JUeon­
ic order.� 
The 111ore pronainent of the J:ast Tennestee colleges of the period were 
Maryville College, East Tennessee Wesleytm University, tookout Mountain 
Educational Institution, and .East Tennessee Dniversiv .. 6 Kalyville College ,. 
a school founded by :the Presbyterian ·Ch\U"ch in 1619, had been almost (lam.. 
pletely destroyed during the war. troops had u.eed the buildings .tor barns 
and 'barracks. 7 the remains were sold for debt 1n 1864, and two-thirds of 
its endowtnent waa lost . Nevertheless, the school opEmed in the fall of 1866 
with lJ students. a In 1867 the college absorbed a local academy as a prepar­
atory school and also 4h�t up a normal department in order to qualify teachers 
tor the new state sQhool er;ystem. In the same year coeducati,on was adopted 
aa a policy. 9  r. J. Lamar led in the struggle for the rehabilitat ion of 
the college . Appeals were made to benevqlent northern capitalists and to 
the Freedmen ' s  'BlU'eau1 and aid was pl"'mis ed on condition that }fagroes b.e vr 
admitted as students . 
4 �� July 191 September 61 186S. 
S Acts of tennesaee, 1866-1867, P • 2)9J :Kingston East Tennesseean, 
July a,  1808� JL:i'iVille Republioap, October 23, 1869. 
6 John Eaton, Jr., ,  First Report of the S�iftrintendent ot Public 
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6$ 
�le had had a long tradition of Unionism and opposition to 
slavery. A president of the c;ollege � 16,32 had declared t hat anyone who 
Bilently thought of dissolving the Union ought to be  hWl8• and» if he act­
ually expressed his thought, some more severe punishment should be devised 
tor him. Theretore, the Synod of Tennessee made no radical. departure from 
the Maryville tradition when, in 1668, it adopted a r·esolution .stating that 
"no person haVing tho requisite �orel and literar-y qualifications for ad­
mission to the privileges or laryville College shall be excluded becau$e ot 
w . . race or color. "  This action cleared the way for a grant of 3161 000 from 
the Freedmen' s  Bureau, and about $601000 more was raised from private .con-
tributora, mostly in the North. In 1869 the oollege bought 65 acres of land 
and started a building program. 'l'he four buildings erected 'Wlder this pro-
gram included a professore ' house, two large, three-story, frame dormitories., 
and a three-story brick building tor college purposes. These buildings were 
not completed until 1871; but the college carried on with such facilities 
as were available .11 In 1869 it had a !aoulty ot t ht"ee and a student body 
of 5o, of which 10 were in the college course and: 20 each in preparatory 
and no� work.12 Only one student graduated from the college course dur­
ing the reconstruction period.l) 
Before the war the Methodist Episcopal ChurCh, south, conducted a 
wamen• s  college at Athens. In 1866 the property was acquired by the Holston 
10 Merriam, Higher Education, PP • 2.321 2)4. 
ll Ibid. ,  PP • 2.14-235. -
12 Eaton, Report, P• c�. 
lJ Ibid . -
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Con.terence that had been reorganized under UniorU,st •uspices, and East Ten-
'-� 
nessee Wesleyan University wa.s tormed . Prominent Radicals such as Brownlaw, 
Thomas H. Pearne, and J • . A. �den were among the original trustees of the 
oollege . 14 Apparently, for a time, tlegro students were admitted to its 
\ 
classes , although there seems to be no evidence that this was true after 
1869 .15 In that year the school had a faculty of fi.ve and a student body 
o£ 167 . Of these 125 were taking the college eour se, but there were no 
graduates during this period .. 16 
Probably the most i11teresting college of this p eriod was the Lookout 
Mountain Educational Institl.ltion. During the war the Federal army had built 
a large hospital with eight permanent buildings on Lookout )fountain over­
looking Chattanooga.17 Christopher R. Robert, Nell' !ork financier and phil-
anthropist, conceived the idea of setting up a school for mountain whites 
at the abandoned hospital site �l8 He purchased the hospital buildings and 
400 acres of land surrounding them ani spent about $35�000 to convert the 
facilities for educational use. By May, 1866, he had a faculty organi zed 
and sufficient buildings ready to open the 1nstitut1on.19 The school was 
coeducational and non-�enominational, although the superintendent and 
l4 Acts of Tennessee, 186&.1867 , p .  166. 
15 BokUI)lJ Termes�ee Handbook, p .  39 . 
16 E�ton� Report, p .  Ck�i . 
17 Dokum., Tennessee iandbook,. P •  44. 
18 H. L"  Swint , The l�orthern Teacher in the South {Nashville : 
Vanderbilt lJniversi ty Press,  1941), P •  57. · · 
19 Bokum, Tennessee Handbook, p �  44 .  
'- ' 
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principal were or the Congregationalist faith . 2° College classes were 
smallJ most students being in either the p reparatory or the normal course 
\vith a new to teaching under the new state school aystem.21 'there was a 
Female Department which may have been a pioneer in the field of home econ­
omics . 2 2  
There were accommodations at the institution for 200 students, but 
the enrollment never reached capacity, the highe•t during the period being 
139 . 23 Board and tuition for a five-month term was 100, but many of thor�e 
attending received scholarships covering their entire expenses .25 Students 
in the 1868-1869 aeaaion oame from Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, 
Florida, Uissisaippi, Pennsylvania, New York, and Wisconsin. 26 The Peabody '--/ 
.fund aubsicU.zed a special teacher in charge of teacher training at the in• 
stitution, and more than 30 teachers were in training there during the 1668-
1869 term. 27 
20 Uhion Fla31 October 9, 1868 . 
21 · Merriam, Higl1er Education, P• 238. 
22 Eaton, Report, P• cxii . 
2l Union Flag, October 9, 1868; American Union, l4nrch 29, 1868 . 
24 Wbig1 June 12, 1867 . 
25 American Union, March 29, 1866 . 
26 Eaton, Report, p. oxi1. 
27 Ibid . ,  P• 19 . 
-
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)lr. Robert was plagued wi th considerable litigation over the school 
property, and this led to the closing or the institution in June, 1872 . 
The property was sold shortly thereafter, the proceeds being transferred to 
another philanthropic enterprise of the owner in Constantinople, Turkey. 
hus ended a promising e..weriment in the education of aouthern mountain 
whites . During its aix y-ea:rs • existence the institution handled nearly lOOO 
students ,  and 1ta idealistic faculty members served as an ir�piration to 
teachers throughout East Tennessoe . 28 
East Tennessee University had been forced to suapend operations in 
tlle fall o! 1861 . The buildings were U$ed as a barracks and hospital by 
the Confederates and later as a ho�Jpital by the Fed.eraltJ . An unsuccessful 
attempt was made to collect damages from the Confederate gov ent in Jan-
uary, 1863, in order to repair and improve the plant ..  After t he  Federal 
occupation, claims were sublnitted to the O'nited States government on 
M4,rch 19, 1864, 29 and were eventually approved in the amount ot $18,500t30 
111e two armies had left little on the campus except "uninclosed 
grounds and bare walls . 11 Fortifications remained banked against the build-
inga , and the buildings themselves needed much rehabilitation. The trustees, 
in their meeting of July 10, 1865, elected Thomas w. Humes president of the 
28 Merriam, Higher Education, p .  2.)8. 
29 Ibid . ,  P •  68 . 
30 S .  J ,.  li'olmsbee, East Termessee University : War and Reconstruction, 
1861-1879 (A chapter in an unpublished histor,y of the University of Tennessee, 
the manuscript being in the possession o£ the author) 1  p .  1 .  
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university. Rev. aumes, a former newspaper editor and current rector of 
St . John' s Episcopal Church 1n Knoxville, attacked his duties with energy 
and d etermination . The situation o n  t he Hill was deemed impossi ble fo r :re.. 
opening until some repair e had been made. Therefore, t he university began 
classes in the spring of 1866 in he buildings of ·the Deaf and Dumb Aey- Ll 
lum.)l Only 20 student s were present at the opening of the first post-war 
session, but by the time the closing exerc ia es ·were held in tm court house 
in July the enrollment had increased to 75 .  two months later repairs were 
sufficiently Q.dva.noed to permit reopening on the Hill . DUfing this term 
the enrollment was swelled by r eturning veterans, several of whom were 
ex-lieutenants and captains. In the fal l of 1867 the student body was fur-
ther increased by an immigration of Alabama students, who came as a result 
of Rev. F .  ll .  Grace ' s  affiliation w1 th the facul � • 32 
At t hi s  time East Tennesseans began effo rts to obtain the Morrill 
Act grant for East Tennessee University . This act provided that e ach state 
sh0ulrl recei .. ,� J'1,00Q -!l.Cr"ls of land for each member of Congress to be used 
to set up an agricUltural and mechanical college . 'tennessee became eligible 
for thi s grant , in spite o�e lapse of the original. option; by aot of Con­
gress in February, 1867 .3.3 Before Tenne ssee had formally accepted the 
grant, much lobbying took place over the l ocation of the proposed c ollege • 
.31 Jlerriam� f!igher lj:duo.ation, P •  68. 
32 Ib" . 69 id . ,_  P •  • 
-
.3.3 Folmsbee, East Tennessee Univers ity, P •  14 .  
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Professor il. K .  P$ylle was sent to �ashville in Noveml::ler, 1867, with instruc­
tibns t o  try to e;et one-third or the funds for East Tennessee Univer&i -t;y .  34 
A public meeting at the Knoxville co urt house was called for the special 
purpose of considering wey-s Ell.d me ans of getting part of the f'I.Ulds for the 
University).S this meeting sent word to J .  A· Mabry and u .. D .  Bearden, 
who llere already in Nashville for the purpose o £ lobbying for :railroad 
loans , to do a 11 t tle rk for the uni ver.si ty on the side. )6 
Tbe Nashville Preas and Times attempted to spike this lobbying by 
casting doubt on the loyalty of the trustees of Blast tennessee University. 
!t charged, that or the nine�een trustees, eight were "inte..'lse rebels, "  
five were "Etheridge Conservatives, • two of doubtful politics ,. and only 
four unconditional Unionists .  �he Knoxville Herald, 1ov:b.ile it self Consel"-
vative, found 1t expedient to defend the loyalty of the trustees . It 
repl ted that thirteen h<rl been l<'.lyal. throughout the war and th at :some of 
the others were members ot the Loyal League �37 
Apparently the Press and Times soon ah�ged 1te mind. In early 
1866, soon attar Tennessee had formally accepted tha Mol"r:Ul Act grant, 
the Nashville Radical paper was quoted aa saying• 
As the Act ot Congress creating agricultural colleges re­
quires mili.tar;r tactics as an important branch of the studies to 
be pursued by the students, it is pla.in that. in the view of the 
34 Free Press , Nove111ber 26, 1867 . 
35 Herald, November 27, 1867 . 
36 roid. ,  December 11 1867 . - · 
37 Ibid. , December 8, 1867 . -
\ 
past history of our State and country, and especially in view 
of the critical condition of our National affairs , the l oyal men 
of the State will be putting a knife to their own throats ii 
they allow this college to be located in a r ebel comm.W'lity . 8 
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Obviously; such an editorial did not help the Viddle Tennessee candidate 
for the tunds "' 
In January , 1869, the Knoxvill e oity council decided to offe.r an in-
ducement to get the funds for Eut Tennessee University . It appropriated 
$15,000 for library purposes at the new agricultural college, provided it 
should be established permanently at Knoxville . This amount was to be paid 
in three equal installments. The first was to go to the university as soon 
aa the agricultural college was l ocated the re,. while the other twc were to 
be paid annually there&fter,.39 The library 1VaS mt built1 however ,  and the 
univermty eventually had to sue the Qity in order to get the promised funds. 
In October, 1869, the library proper had only 1000 volumes, although there 
were small auxiliary libraries in the two dormitories which were o1111ed by 
the literary socie-ties . 40 
On Jan\W"y 16, 1869, the state legislat ur e  alloc ated the entire 
Morrill Act fund to East T.enne�see llhiversity .. 41 The Radic al  dOmination 
38 . 868 American Union, Karch 12, 1 • 
39 Rule , Knoxville, p .  107 .  
40 Merriam, Higher Educatim ,  p.,. 73 .  
. \ 
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of the state legislature and the loyalty of Bast Tennessee during the war 
were the deciding factors in this decis1on.42 The university trustees met, 
accepted the trust, am proceeded to comply with the requirements .  1'be 
university e.lre� had 40 acres of land and six buildings on the Hill, but 
the new law required the purchase of 200 addit ional acre a .  A tract of 285 
acres one-half mile west of the Hill was purchased tor $301000 .  
In May evidence o f  compliance 'With reqtd.rements was furnished to the 
governor by the trustees� the governor declared himself satisf'ied and 
ordered the secretary of state to deliver the state bonds purchased with the 
Morrill Act scrip to the university . In July the s ecretary of state de­
livered 24J bonds; each with a par v-alue of $1000 and bearing six per cent 
interest 1 to the university treasurer. The state !ailed to pay the interest 
on the bonds, honver. President Hume:J protested sharply about this situ­
ation and quoted the Federal act itself, which provided that the interest 
should 11be paid over semi..-annually, on the first day of July arxl the first 
. 4) day of January. " 
In spite of financial difficulties BUllies ard th e  truatees proceeded 
to organize the new system. The organization was modelled after that of 
Cornell and the University o f  nlinois and called for tb:r ee aouraesJ namely, 
the agricultural, the scientific, and the olassical.44 Two preparatory 
schools were set up, one for the classical course and the other for the 
42 Folmsbee 1 East 'tennessee Un1 versi tv, p ..,  2.3 . 
43 Board of Trustees1 PP •  4-6. 
44 Ibid. ,  P • 11. -
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agricultural and acient1t1c courses . The former was tau ht at the Hampden 
Sidney Academy, the latter at the College Hill Grammar School.45 
The law provided for the appointment �/ state legislators of three 
cadets from each county who were to be exempt from tuition payments .  This 
system did rot work very effectively at firet. Only four state cadets were 
appointed in 1869, and each of these wtmld have attended regardless of the 
exemption.46 Cadets lfho were not appointed were charged a tuition of l$ 
for a term. of five months.47 Other expenses included room rent, i$ per ye�J 
incidentals, $5 per yearj board, 12 .SO to $5 per week, and a small damage 
depoeit . Dormitory rooms were available only to those of "quiet and orderly 
deportment . n Two students were placed in a spacious room 16 by 18 feet 
with practically nothing furnished except grates . The students had to buy 
their own coal and furnish their 01m bedding, table, chairs, and lighting 
equipment.48 The total expenses for one yea:r were estimated at 1150 to 
"2 . 49 v 00, 
Milt tary training was required by law, and a uniform was provided 
by the univers1ty at wholesale rate. Some manual labor was also required 
by the trusteee� in accordance with the state law. It was hoped t.hat the 
45 vn.. .a .!!!!:1-' 
46 Ibid. -
September 301 1869 • 
47 Eaton, Reeort, P • . cxvi. 
48 Board of Trustees1 P• 17 . 
49 Merriam, Hif!er Education1 P• 73 . 
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" establishment of the rule that no student $hall be exempt altogether from 
manual labor, or from military exercise, and that a unifom shall be "t«>rn 
by all" would prevent 11the feeling o£ caste • •  So While the university was 
ttnot sectarian as regards religion" 1 ts atmosphere was rather similar to a 
less liberal church school of the present day. Student s were required to 
attend church and Sund� school regularly.Sl 
The overthrow of the Radical regime in the fall of 1869 almost re-
sulted in the loss ot the Morrill Act fund by East Tennessee University .  
The newly-elected Democratic legislature was in no mood of tolerance 
toward anything connected with Radicalism. A joint oanmi ttee was soon 
appointed to investigate the university. This committee eventually made an 
ambiguous report, the effect of whl. ah was to encourage the removal of at 
least half of the !wxi .  At the sam t ime ,  a house COJDlll:ittee oompos ed en-
tirely of lliddle ant est ',f'em esseans was carrying on a similar invest!-
gation .. The report of this committee was quite cl ear .  It found nothing 
!....\ � ,  , 'v 'I 
praismYorthy abo ut the university. }\y'pbcritically, it criticized the uni-
l.r versity for failing to 11/urnish s eparate apartments for the instruction of .__, 
colored atudent:,;. "$2 
50 Eaton, Report, p ,  cxv; Acts of Tennessee, 1868-1869, P •  1.3 .  
51 )(erriam, Higher Eduoatio:p� p .  74 . 
$2 Folmebee, Ea$t Tenne ssee University, PP• 36-39 • Section 1.3 ot 
the act locating the state agricultural college at East Tennessee Uhi varsity 
says, "That no citizen of this state otherwise qualified, shall be excluded 
from the privileges o£ said University by reason ot his race or oolorJ pro­
vided, that it shall be the duty o f  the Trustees of said University, to make 
such provisions as JDaiY be ne cessary for the separate accomodationa or in­
struction o f  � person of color, who may be entitled to admission. "  Acts 
of tennessee, 1668-1869, p.  141 .  
The university trustees replied with logic and dooUlllentation, but 
the legislature was in no mood tor being convinced. A bill providing fo'l' 
the removal of the Morrill Act fund from East Tennessee Uni '\Tersity and the 
establishment of three separate agricultural colleges passed both hous es, 
and only the veto of Governor Senter saved the situation. An attempt was 
made to override the veto, but it failed to muster the requisite majori:ty • .SJ 
Before the war the existence o£ the alave system was an effective 
barrier to the progress ot public education . the poor were considered to 
need no education in order to perform manual labor. The wealthy were able 
to provide private education for their children.54 But East Termeaseans 
differed somewhat in t heir attitudes toward the question of state-supported 
common schools. There were more citi.zens of intermediate economic status 
here; and the small thrmers early became advocates of free schools. Andrew 
Johnso-n was their spokesman when he sponsored legislation i n  the interest 
of such schools during his governorship. 5.5 Therefore• it is not surprising 
that the first 'Jfhole-hearted attempt to establish an effective universal 
system of state-supported free schools was made during the reconstruction 
period• when the atate government was dominated by :East fennesseans . 
Action in this direction was indic ated by the tenor of Brownlow' s 
inaugural address as governor in April, 1865. He called attention to the 
5J Ibid , , PP• 40-45. -
54 Eaton, Report, P• 87 . 
5S Durham, Educat ion During Reconstruction, P• 9.  
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illiteracy that had resulted from the lack of educational opportunity dur­
ing the war years .56 A few days later, J .  A. Doughty, floterial represent-
ative of two Ea:;Jt Tennessee co unties, sponsored a resolution in the hous e 
to have the Committee on FAuoation and Common Schools consider the matter 
of appointing a state superintendent of' public instruction.57 The senate 
likewise had ita committee working on the public school que stion . 
In July an educational convention met in Knoxville and organized a 
state teachers t association . John F .  Spence, principal of the Kno:>..'Ville 
Female Instit ute1 was one of the organiz9"ra of the convention. In his pub­
lished call he declared, 11'fhe education o£ the masses is the true ' life 
strata 1 that underlies the body politic, and like the heart, "When it 
tr.robs with regular pulsations, the "'Whole 6'.{3 tem is healtlzy' arxi strong . 1158 , 
The state teachers ' association "urged t he  Legislature to a liberal pro-
vision for education and presaed the doctrine that the propertr of the 
State shoul educate the children of the State - n  Recognizing the dearth 
of teaching p13rsonnel.; the body advocated the orgl!lllza.tion of normal chools 
throughout the state. It also passed a resolution lladvising the formation 
of auxiliary di strict and ccunty teachers ' assooiat ions . "'9 u. c .  Wilcox, 
a Knoxville private school head, was made secretary of the assoc5.ation, 
56 House Journal, 1865...66, P• 28 . 
51 Ibid . ,  PP •  46-47 • -
.5B \fll:ip, July 191 1665 • 
59 Eaton, Report, P •  9 . 
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and through him the proo.eedinga or the educational meetings were published 
and distri'buted .
6o 
After many delaya the legislature .finalzy passed the nAct to Pro-
vide for the Reorgani zation, Supervision, and Jlaintenance of Free COJDmon 
Schools"· on March S, 1867 . This law provided tor a etate superintendent 
of public instruction to have charge of coordinating and supervising all 
phases of the state system of e ducat ion. He was to be assisted by co unty 
superintendents in each county .  School districts were to b e  set up to 
correspond with the existing civil districts and were to be controlled by 
boards of education.. The districts were divided into subdistricts con-
sisting of the cu-ea which would furnish pupils to one school. The in­
dividual s chool Yrould b$ umer the control of local sChool directors. 
A census of the school population, those between the age.s of six 
and twenty, W8.$ l"equired to be made in the month ot Way. School houses 
were to be procured and schools opened for lfegroes and whites separately. 
Reports were then to be made by the teachers, the oounty superintendents, 
and the state superinteni ent . 
The schools were to be financed by the school funds already provided 
by law and, in addition, the proceeds of an additional poll tax of twanty-
five cent s , a tax of two mills on property, and a tax of one-fourth of one 
cent per mile for each passenger transported by railroads within the state . 
To receive the state money, a school district had to maintain a school free 
6(} Ibid. �  P •  9 .  -
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of tuition charges for at least a fiv�onth term in each subdistrict . 6l 
John Eaton, Jr. , was elected State Superintendent of Public In­
struction in August, 1867 . A native of New Hampshire; he had fonnerly 
been, successively, superintendent of s chools in Toledo, Ohio , a Federal 
62 
chaplain, and s uperintendent of Negro affairs under General Grant . A 
man of gre t a"lergy, practical ability, and idealism, Eaton set to work 
to build a school system frotl the ground up .  Before taking office he 
journeyed to Knoxville to address the third annual convention of the state 
toachers ' association . ?he enthusiaam. for free schools displayed there 
no doubt heartened him for the difficult tasks ahead .  6.3 After opening 
an offic e in t he  Capitol, he turned first to the selection and appointment 
of county superintendent s . In some cases,. he had to make seven appoint .. 
ment a before getting anyone to serve.64 In East Tennessee, however, he 
\vas more fortunate. In mo st counties able, conscientious pri v.a.te school 
men accept ed county superintendencies. Among these wero w. B . Rankin, 
Greene County, president of fa.sh ington Female College,; T - J .  Lamar, Blount 
County, a professor at Uaryvillc College; M. c .  Wilcox, Knox County, prin-
cipal of the &lmpden Sidney Academy; J .  A · Hyden, McMinn County, a promin-
erit Athens mtniater �'1d a tl"U8tee of East Tennessee Wesleyan University; 
61 Acts of Tennessee, 1866-671 pp . JJ-48 . 
62 Pierce, Freedmen's Bure�u, P •  15. 
63 Free Press, AU(iust 2 2 ,  1867 
64 Eaton, Report1 P •  9. 
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A .  E. Blunt ,  Bradley County, superintendent. of the Cleveland Masonic Fe-
male Institute; and :g. o .  Tade, Hamilton County, a Congregational mission-
6$ ary who was generally respeoted evan by th� Conservatives . 
Organizational work was carried on in the last two months of 1867 ., 
In December, an East Tenness ee educational convention was held . On it s 
program were discussions of the common school law o:f Tennessee ; the best 
methods of teaching orthography, reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, 
and grammar; and the constitutions of the United States and Tennessee . 
Superintendent Eaton addressed the meeting on "Free Schools in Tennessee , " 
and Barnas Sears of the Peabody Fund was also a speaker .. 66 
In January, 1868, the new system was .functioning on the classroom 
level in most parts o f  East TeiiDessee . In Hamilton .County the publi c 
school childr-en put on an exhibition for the publi c in the Chattanooga city 
hall on January JO. 67 At the Hamilton County 'l'eachers t Association meet-
ing in February, a chorus of white and Negro children perfoxmed on the pro• 
gram. 68 'This opened the way to the use of the most ef'fective weapon em- 'f 
ployed by Conservatives all over the section : the charge that the publi� 
schools were aiming at amalgamation of the z-aces.  The Chattanooga American 
Union stated it thue J 69 
65 Ibid. �  P •  clxxxxiv. 
66 Herald, December 20, 1867 . 
67 American Union, January 2 9; 1868 . 
68 lbid. ,  February 22, 1868 . -
69 The Committee referred to consisted of E. 0 .  Tade1 county 
superintendent of aohoolsJ D .  c .  Carr, mayor of 'Chattanooga; and J .  E .• 
cGowa.n. 
Are . the wl ite fathers and mothers o f  Chattanooga satis­
fied in having their boys and girls associated with Negro chil­
dren, fresh fl•om the Vices and i.muloralities whi ch prevail so 
fe�fully among the Negro parents? We th ink not � 'l'he recent 
Publi c Schools Convention has developed the f act that the f'ree 
schools of Chattanooga .are conducted in the interests of am&l� 
gamation and the furtherance of' Radical ends , We overheard a 
gentleman, a prominent Radical, and a member of the School 
Executive Committee, !or lLwnilton County, affirm, in the presence 
of a llhi te man and Negroes ,  that it 1Vuld be a d---d good thing 
for white children if they Ttere half as intelligent as the 
colored children in the schools ,70 
8o 
The same sort of propaganda against the public schools was circulated in 
Knox ville , 71 
The public schools that had opened up to thia t ime were operating 
without ;my state funda to pay the teachers . The latter were teaching on 
faith, and s ometimes this faith was mixed with doubt ,. E. o. Tade made a 
special trip to Nashville to confer with Eaton L�d the legislative co� 
mittees on schools $bout the financial situation on his return he issued 
a statement designed to reassure the teachers � The Chattanooga American 
Union72 was not convinced• Its editorial declared th e  s.chool money was 
being diverted to pay the interest on the stat� debt iP Similar doubts were 
reported by the superinten:ient s of Anderson) Bledsoe, Greene, McMinn, lleigs, 
Rhe a, Jefferson, and Washington countie s .  13 
An East Tennessee representat ive introduced a memorial in the sen-
ate on January 27 , protesting the use of the school fund for current 
1Q Ameri can Union:. February 25,  1868-. 
71 Herald, December 6, 1867 . 
72 January 29, 1866,. 
13 Eaton, Rm>ort.1 PP'• cxvii-cxxxiv. 
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expenses of the stat e  government and asking a revision of the revenue laws 
so as to .facilitate the collection and distribution of taxes for the bene­
fit of the common school s. 74 On Uarch 24, tha Board of Commissioners ret 
with Governor Brownlow at his home 1n Knoxville .  A resolution was passed 
at this meeting calling on the Finance .tbard to provide 200, 000 immediately 
to p� teacher� and superintendents . 75 
The f'ina.ncial situation began t o  clear up after n amendment to the 
school law in April and the second enumeration of the scholastic population 
in May . In .August money began to reach the teache s and superintendents . 76 
This resulted in an upsurge of enthusiasm !or the new schools . Anderson 
Co��ty reported schools organized in practically ever,y subdistrict .77 A 
citizen of Jefferson County gave permanent title to a new frame building 
to his local school board.78 In Claiborne County, 47 schools were opened 
in July, August, and September1. 1868 . 7 9  
In Knox Co®ty schools began opening in Uq, 1868 • By September, 
1869, the county had 126 schools with an enrollment of nearly 7 , ooo. Dur­
ing this time only 16 school buildings for whit es had been c.onstructed. 
Most of these were built b'<J public subscription, and the land on which they 
were built was owned by individuals .  Their construction was generally of 
74 American Union, January 21 � 1868 , 
75 Eaton, .Report, p . 11. 
76 Ibid. ;  P• 12 . 
77 Whig, October 14. 1868 . 
78 Eaton, Reeortj p .  c:xxv. 
79 Ibid. , p .  c.xxii .  -
hewn logs, but some were of unhewn logs \vith the bark on, and a few were 
frame structures .  There was only one brick school in the county at this 
time .  superintendent Wilcox described the typical school i:nte:rior as 
follows: 
The schools of the county are generally without apparatus 
ot ·an}" kind, not even blackboards or maps .  !he furniture is ot 
the most primitive style .... . benches 'Without backs being t.he soft side 
of an oak or poplar slab supported by wooden pegs 1 which often 
penetrate the upper surfaces, much to the anno;ynnce ot tho pupil$ 
nrched upon them} for they are generally too high tor the major­
� ... o! the scholars . A board placed horizontal on pins inserted 
in the wall answers all purposes, vie ; General :receptacle for hats, 
cap$, bonnets, shawlsf dinner-baskets, buckets, egg• ,  also a place 
to writeJ the scholw:s taking turns ror pos,t tt on. 
The first school dis trict of Knox Gounty ll"as within the city limits 
of Kl:10 :>..'Ville . In 1868 t1e bo ard of education of t ht s  district, although 
it had no buildings devoted to the aole use of the publ�c schools, attempted 
to divide the schools 1.nto primary, intermediate, graru:m.ar, and high school 
grades " Examinations were required in order to pacs to a. higher ·grade. In 
the grammar and high school grades '•the Engl ish branches, 11 ta.tin, and modern 
languages were taught . No tuition was charged even for such ''luxuryfl sub-
jects as vocal music, drawing, and embroidery. The �xes were separated, 
the boys ' primary and intermed1a te grades being taught in the larket Hall, 
the gr��ar and high school grades in the Hampden Sidne,y Aead��Y building. 
The girls were taught in the Fema le Insti tute building . 81 
80 �· ; PP • cxxvi-e:."L."{V'ii . 
Sl. Press and Herald, October 181 1868 . 
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In January 1 1869, the Peabody Fund donated 2000 to the Knoxville 
schools . Before thi s donation was IB:le., much of the money for fitting up 
the school buildings had been advanc ed from the personal funds of Superin­
tendent Wilcox. By Key', 18691 he had not been repaid for his outlay. 8.3 
After the state eupreme court vo ided th e  local t axation provision of the 
school law, Knoxville voted affinnati vely for a three-mill tax. No assess• 
ment wa.;; made, owewr, and up to Octob er ; 1869, the city h<ld contributed 
nothing to public schools . Wilcox described the resulting s ituation as 
follm a :  
Atter the docision of the Supreme Court and the non­
appropriat ion o f  the city, the schools closed in the midst of a 
prosperous session and at t he lowest estimate, five hundred 
children, whose p arents are unable to keep them in private schools 
at the pr esent high rates of tuition, are turned into the streets, 
there to grow up steeped in vice and ignoran ce, educated in the 
street school for crime ' s  darke st pages , to be registered in the 
Recorder ' s  books and in the Police .reports as Villains, rather 
than in moral and intellectual schools, recei ving that instruction 
'lfhich �uld fit than for hone �t neighbor s and go od, enterprising 
citizens .84 
In Claiborne County the schools were reported very popular in spite 
of poorly qual ified teache rs . Up to September JO, 1869, there had been 
62 schools opened in the county. According to Superintendent Hollingsworth, 
more s chools had been opened during the sho rt life of the new system than 
during the entire pre-war history o f  public s chools . This county erected 
20 s chool buildings, during the first n ine months or 1869 . Theae, while 
S3 Ibid . , P• cxxxii. 
-
84 Ibid . ,  p .  cxxviii .  
-
not "noted for their elegance or comfort, "  were considerably superior to 
the pre-war type . Most of them were equipped vd th cQlll.bination seats and 
desks, which replaced the "old slabs with wooden pegs, that had become 
as much of a fixture of our sChool houses as Webster' s  Elementar.y Speller . "  
Hollingsworth thought that if the school law was continued, there would 
hardly be a child of s chool age in Claiborne County who could not :read and 
write by 187l .  " I!  the law i s  entirely repealed, n he warned, 11we may make 
85 up our minds to go back to barbarism. 11 
In Bradley County, A. E. Blunt reported the prinoipa.l difficulties 
as the scarcity and poor quality of the school houses ,  the lack of quali­
fied teachers, and the indifference of parents . r�evertheless, 45 scho ols 
operated in 1868, mo st o.r them for the full .f1. ve-month term. Those in the 
city of Cleveland were open for t en months. The principal school there was 
conducted by R.  D. Black. The Black school had opened in January, 1868, in 
an old academy building that was too small and wi thout fence, outbuildings, 
blackboards, partitions, or oo ors that could be locked . With community co­
operation and financial aid from the Peabody Fund, Rev. Black succeeded in 
equipping the building comfortably for 220 pupils. 86 
It is interesting to note that Scott County, although tm poorest 
county, was the first in the state to report its schools crganized and opened 
85 �. , P• axxii. 
86 Whig_, February 24, 1869 . 
85 
in every dlstriet . 87 On the other hand, the prosperous town of Greeneville 
had no free sdhool for llhites as late as the spring of 18691 because of the 
�/ 
"oppoaition on the part of the inhabitants to the Free School System. u88 
Opposition to the Eaton system was constant throughout its life. The 
attitude of conservative propertied individual8 is exemplified by this com­
munication to the Knoxville Press and Herald; which was published without 
eqitorial collllflent, implying editorial agreement ; 
To call a sys tem "free" supported by onerous taxation, is 
a libel on the term and a swindle on the poople . In fact, the 
whole system of the so-called "free schools"  was conceived in 
corruption and brought forth in fraud • • •  to educate the chU-
dren of the State, money has been filc§ed from them /Jhe taxpayers J, contrary to constitutional guarantees . 9 
During the l ife or the Eaton syete:m, 1478 white schools were opened 
with an enrollment of 70, 211.90 T he average expenditure for tuition was 
less than $5 per pupil tor a five-month tenn . Teache rs' salaries ranged J 
from 16 to $48 per month . 9l There were 212 school houses tor �ites 
built in East Tennessee during thi s  period, which was nearly as many as 
were built in all the rest of the state coinbined. 92 
As organi zed opposition to tie free schools gained in power, tm 
local teachers '  associations marshalled their farces for the defense . A 
67 Eaton, Report, P •  cxxxiii � 
68 Swint, "Reports of Educational Agents, " p .  72 , 
89 Press and Herald, October 21, 1868 . 
90 Eaton, Report, p .  clxxxxiv. 
9l Ibid. ,  P• 143 . 
-
92 Eaton, Report, PP • 143-144 .. 
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joint meeting of the Jefferson and Grainger Counties • Educational Association 
was held at Mt . Horeb on February 15, 1869. Claiming to represent a s chool 
population of 10,000 and an enrollment of 7 , ooo pupils, the meeting ex­
pressed fear of an effort to repeal or cripple the new school law. Such 
efforts were strongly opposed, and the new system was accorded a hearty en­
dorsement. 93 
The worst fears of the s chool people were realized, however .. In the 
elections of August, 18691 the Democrats,  pe�itted to vote by Governor 
Senter in v · lat1on of the existing franchise law, won an overshelming 
victory , On Decemb r 1.4, the new legislature oomplete4r repealed the school 
law. 94 In its place, a law was passed that remitted the mole question of 
public educat:!..ou to the counties nthout imposing any obligation to levy 
taxes for the support of the schools . The public $Chools quickly deterior­
ated . A Freedmen ' s Bureau official reporting in July, 1870, stated that 
Tennessee was paralyzed educatimally. According to him, not a single 
county had taken any step toward providing funds for public education since 
the repeal of the 1867 law. 95 
East Tennesseans led in t he demand for a better school law. Te§chers ' 
associations all over the state passed resolutions and proposed plans . Such 
93 Wh!fi, February 24, 1869. 
94 Durham, Education During Reconstruction, p .  73 . 
95 Swint, "Reports of  Educational Agents, " pp . 166, 169,; 
87 
agitation resulted in another law being passed in 187), which wu.s to a large 
extent a revival o f  the 1867 statute . Since the 187.3 law is considered the 
"parent act" of the present public school. system in Tennessee, it is clear 
96 
that this system 01fes much to t he  BrOliil.low school law. 
In su.mmary, it may be said that East Tennessee made a rapid educa-
tional recovery after the war. Notable progress was made during the recon-
siiruction period toward a well-bala,nced system of public schools, private 
schools,  and institutions of higher learning . The Brownlow school law was 
the greatest achievement of the period, and the credit tor its passage 
belongs primarily to East Tennessee .  
, 
r 
96 Durham, Education During Reconstruction, p .  96. 
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CHAPTl!a IV 
BLACK RECONSTRUCTION IN EAst TENNESSEE 
The key figure in East Tennessee reconstruction as elsewhere in 1 
the South was the Negro. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the 
lowly black man played a z-ole of prime importance in the legislation and 
reforms of the period. He desired schools, the ballot, other civil rights, 
and economic opportunity. The Radicals, with a lew idealistic exceptions• 
desired mainly to st� in power. It is the purpose or this chapter to re­
late some of the events that sh01J h� the Negro of East Tennessee partici­
pated in his own political, economic, and social Uplift and how his new 
theoretic.al. status YfOrked out in practice . 
The occupation of East Tennessee by the Federals practically ter-
minated what slavery there was in the region. Pro-Confederate slaveow.nera 
ned to the cotton states . Some were successful in taking their Negroes 
with them. In other cases the sla vee escaped and remained in the region 
or returned to it from other states . Some or these, intoxicated with the 
implications of the new freedom, migrated to Khoxville and Chattanooga., 
In Chattanooga a large settlement of the freedmen grew up near the location 
of the barracks of a Negro regiment and was called Little Atrica.1 In 
Knoxville the freedmen drew several editorial rebukes !rom Parecn Brownlow. 
The latter stated that "they try how filthy and lazy they can be, n2 and 
suggested that they go baCk to the fanns .J 
l Goodspeed, History of Tennessee, p .  668 . 
2 Whig, January 2.3, 1864. 
3 �· � September 27 ,. 1865. 
fhe old isolation of the fJlavea from idea.G was broken somewhat. The 
.former bondsmen got to talk freely with tree Negroes, abolitionists, Yankee. 
chaplains, and northern missionaries who had come south on a crusade to 
educate and uplift them. 4 
Some returned boldly to their old masters• plantations, UlOVed into 
the manor houses, and staked out. holdings . Hundreds are said to have .mi­
grated into East Tennessee trom South Carolina because of the reputed ease 
of acquiring abandoned lands here. An owner of an abandoned farm in ·oreene 
County said that his .former slaves had lett their hutl3 and moved into the 
plantation house after d1 viding the land among themsel ve.s .  The same man 
had taken two slaves with him to South Carolina. these ran awa;:r,. joined 
the Union arnry, and eventually turned up in Greene County to share in the 
< 
distribution o£ their former master ' s  e state.5 
By the summer of 1866 the movement back to the' farm was l�gely 
completed. 11. J .  R.  Gentle1 Knoxville Negro leader, reported to the state 
Negro convention in August of that year tha. t 400 Negro banda were engqed 
in !arming in Knox County, each tending an average of fifteen ·acres . BandS 
were paid $10 to $20 per month, while renters received from one .... thilld to 
one-half of the crop, the planters turnishing the stock,. tools, and sGeo. 6 _; 
Apparently the Freedmen t s  Burea.u did not have much to  do in East Tennessee 
4 Swint, tforthern Tea�er1 P•  51 • 
5 Q. R. Broyle$ to T.  A ,  R. Nelson1 August l$, 18651 Nelson Papers. 
6 A. A. Taylor, The Negro in Tennessee, l66k;l�80 (Wa�hingtont 
Associated Publishers, Inc. ,  1941), P• 127 .  
in the vray ot guaranteeing fair contracts for liegroee • the colored people 
of this section seem to have handled their own contracts with their em­
ployers in most cases . The result was that the Conservativ� press was 
willing to prai$e the leading Bureau agents� those at Chattanooga tnd Knox­
ville . 7 It is true that there 'W&S some talk in the Conservative press 
about boycotting Neg:roeu who joined the Loyal League . B�t this was merely 
a threat� am the acute labor shortage of the time prevented Conservative 
planters from carrying it out . 8 
The :Negroes lffio remained in the towns seem to have taken up a sur- v /  
p.rising variety or occupations . The KnoxvUle city directory of 1869 
listed 107 Negroes as laborers or of unknown occupations . But among those 
more definitely identified were ten or more each of s hoemakers , blacksmit hs, 
barbers, carpenters, and briclmlasons . other occupations listed were tanner, 
porter, hostler 1 preacher 1 moulder, saloon keeper, eating house proprietor, 
janitor, printing pressman, t eacher,. plasterer, teamster, cook, wagon maker, 
brick maker, office boy-, dr8\VI111Ul, brakeman, tarm.e:r, broom and basket maker, 
machinist; peddler, grocer, waterman, dressmaker, p4dnter, fireman, broker, 
and physician . 9 cJ 
Slavery was o£fieially abolished by state action in the re£erend\.li11 
ot February 22, 186,5, Tennes·see achieving the distinction o:£ becoming the 
7 American Union, December 191 1867 J Press and Herald; October 18, 
1868 . 
6 Alllarican Union, January 28, 1868 . 
9 Hel.Jil ' s  Knoxville C itl Directory, 1869, pp. 63-114. 
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only seceding state to be permitted to free its own slaves .10 The legis­
lature and governor were elected March 4, and the first post-war session 
or the general assembly met in early April . A p,etition from some Negroes 
claiming to represent the colored people of East Tennessee and asking that 
the protection of the law be extended to them was presented to the Senate 
in the opening d�s and was referred to a committee . 11 Neither Senate nor 
House showed much tendency to do anything for the Negro . Knoxville Negroes 
joined with tho se of Memphis and Nashville in cal ling a state convention 
for August 7, 86). The convention met on the appointed date . v. J .  R. 
Gentle was among the delegates trom East Tennessee .l2 The convention 
demanded for Negroes the right to vote and protested against admission 
of arr:; congressional delegation from Tennessee before the granting of this 
right . 
The issue of Negro suffrage was a significant factor in the August 
congressional rs.ce in the second district • Horace Maynard, former East 
Tennessee University professor and congressman of New England nativity, 
opposed the fol'Jler tllion 8l'ley' officer and na.ti ve East Tennessean; Leonidas 
c. Bouk. The l atter raised the race issue in a violent campaign handbill 
shortly before the election r " He (llaynard) is in f.avor of negro nut 
He says no man can give a good reason w� the negro shall not vote . I am - -
10 J . E. Walker, 1ho Negro in Tennessee During the Reconstruction 
Period ( unpubli shed Master ' s  thesis, University of Tennessee, 1933 ) ,  P •  1.  
ll Tqlor,. Wegro1 P• 6. 
12 � .• , P •  8 . 
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opposed � negroes .and r-ebels vot;lngl "1' The fact that �aynard won the race 
seems to indicate the relative mildness of the East Tennessee Radicals • 
racial prejudice . 
In October the state senate took up the Negro testimony bill, which 
made tlegroes competent witnesses in the courts o£ the atate. Frazier of 
Knox County and Senter of Grainger County spoke against the measure . 14 The 
bill finally passed, but East lennessee senators voted three to two against 
it . Apparently :Jeveral of the senators from this region were absent .l.S The 
bill later passed the hou.se forty-one to tl'rlrty .. one on January 25, 1866. 
East Tennesseans were evenly diVided on this vote . 16 However, oome o£ the 
most vocal opposition came from H. P .  Murphy of Johnson County . He stated 
that the two races could not live together with equal rights aoo privileges . 
The granting ol aome rights to Negroes would,. he thought , only whet their 
appetite for more until eventually they would tr,y to get full social equal• 
ity.l7 While the debate was in progress, a meeting at the court house in 
Knoxville adopted resolutions in favor of the testimony blll.18 Brownlow 
strongly supported it . He pleaded with the citizens of East Tennes see to 
13 Handbill, Augu�t 1, 18651 Houk Papers (McClung Collection, r.�waon 
McGhee Library) . 
s .  c .  
s .  c .  
1.4 Tqlor, Negro,. p .  16. 
15 
. 
Senate Journal.
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Tennessee General Assembly, 
Mercer, !8675, p • . 0. · 
16 House Journal, Tennessee General Assembly, 
Mercer, 1866), p .  295. · 
17 Tarlor, Negro, p .  16 . 
16 Walker, Negro, P •  34 . 
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give their support, admitting that he .teared the defeat of the bill in the 
house through the votes of East 'I'ennesse& loyalists w1 th the support of 
their constituents , The governor believed his fellow East Tennesseans mis­
taken as to their own best interest in th• /matt.er.19 His efforts seem to 
have had some e.f'.fect in the house .  The final votine showed ;,1. more .favorable 
attitude on the part of East Tennessee members than had been sho'Wl'l on a. 
motion to table 1n early December, 1865 .20 
The testimony la'IY failed to Win wide acceptance in practice . In 
June, 1866, an attempt was made to introduce Negro testimony in a case in 
Knoxville .  Both parties in the case, however, refused to accept such testi­
mony, and it wa.s ruled out by the court . 21 
During 1866 the Negroes continued their own efforts to extend their 
right s .  The most notable effort in this direction was a $tate convention 
of colored citizens held at Nashville in August . M .  J. R .  Gentle of Knox-
ville was elected president of this convention, which wa.e attended by 
seventy delegates from eighteen counties . This b� organized an Equal 
Rights League and made demands on the state government for a "Republican 
form of overnment for Tennessee, " public schools £or Negroes., enrollment 
of Negroes in the militia, and llegro suffrage . 22 
In the next month Brownlawt s speech in Philadelphia gave a forecast 
of fulfillment of the Ne ro ' s  desire to vote . ''We have but one more law 
19 Jonesboro tbion Flag, December 22; 1865. 
20 House Journal, 1865-1866, p .  224 . . . 
21 Walker, Negro, PP • .38-.39. 
22 Taylor,. Negro, p .  20. 
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to pass, and that is the law enfranchising the negroes 1 and we will do it 
next winter, 11 he said. 23 This speech won for Brownlow the oven1helttdng 
support of the Negroes . Meetings took place · in various parts of &Lst 
Tennessee to endorse the governor and call for suffrage , At the Knoxville 
meeting every mention of Br-ownlow' s name elicited prolong$d applause. At 
Maryville resolutions were passed stating that the �koro population had 
furnished soldiers for the Union who had 11 fought and vanquished on the 
battlefield the bloody minions of the slaveholder ' rebellion, and who are 
ready and willing to mete out jUst ice to traitors at the ballot box . n 24  
'-!-' 
The Negro sufb-age bill passed on Febtua.ry 25, 1867 .  It was marred1 
however, b.Y the "odious" Section 16, which debarred Neuroea from holding 
offi ce or sitting on juries . The effect of the measure in East Tennessee 
was to heighten political activity of Negroe�, to promote the growth of 
Loyal Leaguos ,  and to solidifY Ne ro support for Bro�ow and the Radicals . 
'lhe !.oyaJ. or Union teague organizations spread rapidly throughout vf 
East Tennessee in 1867 . They s erved as the rallying point for the progress­
ive element of the Republic an party for the next several years . In them 
Negroes, carpetbaggers, and native whites cooperated political� w Advanced 
concepts of democracy were proclaimed in their rituals, some of their Aims 
and principles being the following: 
23 Patton, �ionism and Reconstruction in tennessee, p .  132 . 
24 Coulter, Brownlow, p .  329J Taylor; Nearo, P• 4$ .  
Complete ascendancy o£ the true principle o£ popular gov­
arnmentJ the establishment of equal liberty; the elevation and 
education of the toiling masses of the republic, ---the complete 
and final overthrow at the ballot pox,. as in the field, of the 
oligarchy of political leaders who sought to ruin when they could 
not rule• and through whose errors and wrongs our country has been 
baptized in blood; the estahlis�ent here of an asylum for the dis­
tressed or other lands- - . 25 
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Loyal League councils and Negro meetings throughout the section cele� 
brated the enfranchisement of the black man .  these meetings usually en ... 
26 dorsed Brownlow £or reelection. At Jonesboro the town was full of Negroes 
on a day in early AprU, 1867, 0shouting hurra.l-}s to the Old Flag and praises 
to Almighty God. 11 A parade was held vrith fii'es and drums at the head, !ol-
lowed by a meeting in the basement or the court house 'Where the main speaker 
was the looal Freedmen ' s  Sureau agent, a Negro minister from Connecticut • 
.?.ccordin to the newspaper report the speaker, Rev. Amos J.  Beman, was well 
educated and a Ood orator : "No Copperhead in the county can touch him. " 
'the adical proeram and candidates � including Brownlow, were unanimously 
nd . 27 e oraer-'• 
On April 5 a Loyal teague meeting in Chattanooga was just as enthus-. 
iastic . Thomas King, a Negro leader, addressed the meetin01 denouncing 
cop rheads and praising Brownlow. A significant part o:f his address 
follows : 
25 . 86 Free Press, July 261 l 7 •  
26 • T .  Jordan, "The Freedmen • s  Bureau in TennessoG, " East Tennessee 
Historical Society ' s  Publications, No . ll (Knoxville, 1939) ,  p. 60 .  
27 union Flag, April 51 1867 . 
iib.en Brownlow ::rent into office he commenced to labor un­
ceasingly for the elevation and education of the colored race . 
To him t're owe the privilege of casting our votes to-dey, and the 
colored man would be an ingra.te indeed who 1J0ul.d not cast his 
·rote for the �aviour of his political and educa.tional freedom, 
To-day 1 through the effort of the lbion Pa.rty, and through 
it alone, we are freemen, we are enfranchised, we can inherit and 
transmit property,. we can sue and be a · d in courts, can tnake and 
enforce contracts , and can testify in the court.e of t he country. 
Those privilegea are confirmed �1d can never be ost ,  except as 
punishment for crime, and it behooves us to support only those 
men who have invested u.s with this great boon, unless you wish to 
revolutionize our condition and assume again the position of 
slaves upon the cotton plantations of our former oppressors . We 
must stand br the Constitution and the Union Party that has Yin� 
dicated it . 26 
The chairman of this League meeting \Vas a. Negro, T .  J .  Johnson. 
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Mr . Jolmson proposed resolutions uhich were adopted . These held that while 
Leaguers wo uld vote only for loyal man they vrould try to " entertain 'mal-
ice toward none, and chari ty for nl.l, t so that peace and prosperity" might 
"once more bless ever'; section of our comnon countr; . 11 7:hey thanked the 
legislature for the school law and nhailed with uplifted hats the coming 
of a hero, tried and found true, 11 and promised tc give their votes to this 
hero in the August gubernatorial eloction . 29 
Some of the whites tried to stop the Negro political activity, and 
even some of the Radicals tried to push their black allies well into the 
background. At Tazewell vi ilante groups from Virginia were enc.ouraged by 
the native Conservatives to ride into East Tennessee and threaten Radicals 
28 T�lor, Negro , p .  52 . 
29 Ibid. -
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i.."l order to insure 11that Negroes shall not reeister and vote . n.JO At Greene-
ville a Negx·o gr-oup and s.ome Conservati vea engaged in a fight in which shots 
were fired on both sides during the election campaign. one Conservative 
was ldlled and .another wounded in the encounter • .)l The ythi� omitted Negro 
names from a list of the arrangements committee for t he Fourth of July 
C•3lebration in Knoxville.. On being taunted by ��onservati ves for this ,  
Brownlovt said t hat the omieaion was l"'i. thout his knowledse and blamed it on 
luke-warm Radicals . He ended his comment 'With., ttif week-kneed Union men 
and their time serving partisans can• t  stand this, let th(ft1 stay at home 
on the FoUrth of JUly. nJ2 
. f .YI '7 
j The August'\elections resulted in an ovel'\Yhelming victory for Brown-
low and the Radicals . Negroes of East Tennessee were jubilant and Negro­
phobes embittered . The Kingston Loyal League council tried and expelled 
a member mo had voted for Conaervati ve candidates . J) In Washington, then 
the county seat of Rhea County, some Negroes a.nd W1.ites became involved in 
a.n argument over the race issue in the election . 'fhe immediate resUlt waa 
the chasing of the Negroes out of town , The Loyal Le$gUS came to the 
defense .of the Negroes and entered the town with them on the following d�. 
A running fight fJeems to have ensued which ended w1 thout decisive victory 
for either side.34 
.30 Whi131 June 12, 1867 • 
31 Walker, Negro, p . 79 • 
.32 Coulter, Brownlow, p .  336. 
3J Free Press ,  August 22, 1867 • 
.34 . 86 IbJ.ci . ,  August Jl1 1 7 .. -
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KnoA�lla Neeroes decided that it was time to press for further 
gains. At a meeting there a call for a state Ne ro convention for Septem­
ber 24, 1867 , wu framed and signed by several prominent Nagroes of Knox­
ville and vicinity. The call stated :  
We have carried the elections by vast �ajority, yet 
there remains much to be done; matters connected With our future 
welfal�a and happiness to be considered, and wo h pe and trust 
that every gity, · county, and district will be represented by 
delegates . J5 
That tho Negroe s had s ame whi te support in their drive for more 
right5 is indi cated by a letter of a correspondent of the Maryville Repub­
lican who siened hims lf 11 Ull A,.rr Y!ill A. called Negro suffrage a noble 
. worK an a.skcd the legislature to grant full rights to Jiegroes . He con-
tin ed t 
We find om· colored citizens now as studious and ir1dust­
rioua as are tho se of our own race . Wby longer hesitate ? Let 
us give them the privileges of holding office and sitting on 
juries, a.nd forever hereafter declare them our equals in church 
and State, "·nd sail on in6the noble old ship of State as God intended that we should. 3 
ln October, 1867, the legislature pasaed a. la;w forbidding railroa.� 
and other common carriers to discri.minate becaus e of ra.ce . Offending rail- J-
roads were subject to a fine of $100, a.rd employee offender• might be 
punished by fines of 10 to $50 and up to thirty ciays in jail. 37 This legia• 
lation stirred up a great deal of Gonserve.tive opposition on the ground that 
3� Ibid. ,  September 1 �  1867 . 
" 6  3 Maryville Republican, November 2, 1867 . 
37 Ibid. -
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it would establish that awful condition so long dreaded by Negrophobes 
called " so cial equality. "  The Maryville Republican, published by a Negro 
and edited by two white Loyal Leaguers, met this iasue forthrightly and 
with a logic that waa hard to refut� : 
A scrutino�s search of the record; public and private, con­
vinces us that it is not so much the negro himself they so abhor­
rently detest, but the position he occupies in the political 
society of the countl'y . But t,o judge from the almost deafening 
hue and cry or the D'ell ocracy, the recent defenders o! the slave 
system, make about negro equalit:r, a man unacquainted With the 
cuatom of the country would think that he must, of a. n�cessi t:r, 
marry the first a he ... negro he sees , and that 1 too 1 on very short 
aoqu.ain-t.a.nce ,  • •. 
'/ I 
It is the povrer the negro possesses in the govc:mtnent as a 
free man.. and not hi a kinky hair 1 his flat nose; his black skin, 
his long heel or the odor he emits,  so �uch complained of as being 
so ver:y offensive to the l)emoct·atic olfactories, that is so ob­
noxious to those of tho Copperhead persuasion . tt is his love of 
freedom and hatred of ty:ratlny; his patriot:i.c devotion to this coun­
try and hi$ bitter enmity towards treason. It is truly soothing 
and pleasant to the Democratic: mind to contemplate the negro in a 
state of perpetual and inhuman bonda�e, uneducated, except in ba.r­
barinm and brutality, 1dth ev-en t he smallest privilege to w:hich man 
is entitled. denied himJ but place hilu in the position f tt .free man, 
clothed with all the rights of citizenship, and he at once becomes 
a.n abomination in the fl ight of Democracy , The proud autocrat could 
under the reign of slavery· tolerate the negro on his farm� in his 
yat"d, and even in his house, not infrequently living 1dth his 
.rl 
slaves in a wicked state of c.oncubina e without one feeling of the 
degrading influence of negro equal ity. Where the master r�aped the 
benefits or the ceaseless toils or his Victimized slave, we notice 
but little was said about the deleterious effects of equality. But 
when the bonds of slave:cy were broken e.:>under by the liberating hands 
of o11r countrJ • s  gloriov..s defenders, then were the supporters of 
tyrannical oppress ion taken possession or by a supernatural terror 
of negro equality.J8 1// 
The campaign now went forward for the repeal of the " odious" Section 
16. Candidates fer a_ll offices becrune subject to pressure to prove their 
)8 Ibid. -
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loyalty to Radical principles . In Cl'l&ttanooga. D .  C.  ?tewhitt1 a. candidate 
for chancellor, told a mixed mass ,lllet)ting in the city hall thAt he had been 
charged with disloyalty. lie declared that he was a lne1llber ot the Loyal 
teague whUe his Qpponent for the nomination was not ,.)9 Apparently even 
this failed to convince his audience,  and he was opposed in the general 
election by a young Negro blacksmith, who was supported by the Radical 
opponents of trewhitt, as well as by the "white men' s oandidate . "40 An• 
other instance of Negro pressure waa a threat by Negroes to hang John 
Anderson, Hamilton County representative, for voting to table a motion 
to repeal Section 16. Anderson had promised to work for r�peal .  41 ctt .. 
izens of Haadlton County responded to pressure and �nt a, memorial to the 
state senate early 1n December asking the repeal ot the oftending clause . 42 
Chattanooga did not wait for the repeal of Section 16, however. A 
Negro clerg;yman, c .  P .  Letcher, was nominated bY the Radicals for aldennan 
and won in the election. When the city council met on January 61 1666, 
.aU successful candidates were declared q ua11fied except Letcher. 111$ op­
ponent claimed the aeat on the ground that the state law barred Negroes 
from holding office.. The case wa-s t\U1led over to the credentials committee 
for e. report at the following meeting.IU '!he next meeting was held on 
39 Anl:!rican Union, November 171 1867 . 
40 lbid ••  December 1, 1867 . 
4l Ibid . -
42 \f&lker, Negro, p. 43 .  
43 American Union, January 7 1  1868 . r -- - � 
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Janu.aJ:7 11, Two ot the th:ree members or t he  credentials committee recom­
mended the seating o£ Letcher . This report. was adopted by a vote ot 1'eut 
to two, and Letcher was seated. The other member of the credentials ooDi-
mittee made a minority report. and moved that both 2:-eports be submitted tat 
publication in the local pr�ss . This motion carried. Letcher was then 
appointed to one of the standing colDillittees o£ the council. 44 Th\181 Chat ... 
tanooga had a Negro office-hold er oV$r two weeks betore the state legis­
lature removed the legal baTs to Negro o£fioe-holding. Furthermore, the 
Radical party executive committee ot the city was composed or three whites 
and two Neg:roes .  4> 
On Janua.ey .311 1868, the legislature passed the law stating that 
"there shall be no disqualification !'or holding ot£ice·, or sitting on vl 
juries, on account of race or oolor . ,.46 ln the final senate debate on the 
measure Senator Mathews, an East Tennessean, "advocated the bill with 
energy and vehemence, declaring it to be an act of justice to clothe the 
colored ma.n with the· robes of o.ffice .,. • }lo East Tennessean spoke against 
the bUl on this date, although three senators from other parts of the 
state did so .  East Tennesseans in the senate voted £i ve to tbl"ee in favor 
of the measure, while the total senate vote was sixteen to nine in favor. 47 
44 �. , Jam.tary 12,, 1868. 
45 . . . Ibid.� January 18, 1868 •. 
46 Aots of Tenneeseel 1867-1868, p • .32 . 
47 American tJnio�, February 2,  1868 . 
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A few weeks after the passage of the act, a Negro was elected con .. 
stable in Bristol .48 Later Uaryville49 and Knoxville$0 elected Negroes 
to the city council. Negro voters began to show increasing. independence . 
In Hamilton County they held a separate convention at Harrison to nondnate 
candidates of their own color for the )Larch county elections,51 but they 
$2 were unable to agree among themselves and broke up without nominating . 
C .  P .  Letcher, Chattanooga Negro councilman, chided his colleagues for 
absenteei8Dl and threatened to introduce a resolution into the coun�U making 
unexcused absence punishable b,y a five-dollar fine .53 
'rhere was more difficulty in the matter of jury service .  The first 
attempt to use Negro jurors was made in Hamilton County . The circuit judge, 
w. L. Adams, although elected by Radical votes , refused to seat the Negro 
jurors before seeing a copy of the new state law. A Conservative presented 
him with a. copy on February 28, 1668, apparently in order to put the Radical 
judge in an embarrassing position. Judge Adams reacted by declaring that no 
more . jury cases would be tried in his court during that t e:rm. Several. 
48 . . alker, Negro J p .  48 
49 Maryville Republican, October 231 1869. 
so &lker, Negro, p .  48. 
Sl Ame�_.e ... n Union, Febru.ary 15, 1668 . ' 
S2 Ibid. , February 16, 1868. 
$3 Ibid . , February 23, 1868 . 
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persons were left in jail awaiting trial as a result or this decis1on.S4 ln 
Knoxville, also, Negr-oes were prevented by one means or another !'rom sit-
ting on juries . 55 In Marion County the she%'1££ called o.ne Negro juror for 
the grand jt117. 'l'he circuit judge :ruled that he eoul.d not sit on the grand 
jury but might tit on the trial juey if there were no objection& .from fellow � 
jurors . :rt developed that there were objectioll3., cd the j'Udge refused to 
'@e the .Negro . 
56 
the Ku Klux Klan became active 1n East Tennessee early in 1866 .. 57 In 
Chattanooga cards were distributed signed by the nvice Grand Cyclops, Chick ... 
amauga Division No. llt KXK, '' with fearsome symbols designed. to £Tighten 
the colored . These were obligingly published by the Con$ervati ve Alllerican 
Union�58 On one occasion a long piece of muslin was �ailed to the front ot 
the Chattanooga city hall, apparently signifying a shroud. £or R&dicals and 
Negroes . $9 In Sullivan county a .fight occurred between Klansmen and Loyal 
Leaguers . According to the Leaguers t report, the fight ended lrl. th the rout 
60 of the Klan:;m1en. 
54 American Union� Febr\W'Y 29, 1868 . 
sr: 
· ;;> Kingston, East Tennesaeean, July 2,. 1868 .. 
56 . . . . Walker, Negro, P• 45� 
57 Coulter• �rownlow1 p .  354 .. 
58 March 26-, 27, 1868. 
59 American. Union� llareh 31, 1866 . 
6o l.fnion Flas, Kay 29, 1868. 
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East TennesJee Negroe s do not seem to have been deterred greatly 
from political activity "by the Ku Klux terror . In Kay the Maryville 'Union 
League Council advocated that a colored man be sent to Congress from the 
State at large in order that the 40, 000 Negro voters might be represented. 6l 
w. B .  Scott, Sr. ,,  the Negro publisher of the Maryville Republican, made a 
campaign speech to the Negroes of Kingston on behalf of L .  c .  Houk, candi­
date for Congress. 62 In Chattanooga, c .  P . Letcher was renominated !or 
alderman, and another Negro was nominated for marshal .63 In Knoxville 
the Negroes demanded a share in Radical party control coomensurate with 
their numbers in the Loyal League. 64 
Negroes publicly protested mistreatment of members of their race . 
One protest o f  the beating of a Negro woman by a Knoxville policeman was 
published as an advertisement . It stated, 1n part ;  ni,  with many others, 
would like to know whether this brutal outrage was perpetrated on account 
of color? for I have never seen a white woman, when under arrest, treated 
as that officer treated this black waman . n The author of the advertise-
ment urged colored voters to look well to the municipal elections, and 
concluded with, 11Let us have men to rule who will rule our men and not our 
color . n65 
6l Minutes of the Maryville Council, Union League of America 
(McClung Collection, Lawson McGhee Library) , Minutes of May 28, 1868 . 
62 
· Kingston, East Tenne$seean, July 2,  1868.  
63  Press and Herald, December 4, 1868 . 
64 �. , December 6, 12, 1868 .  
65 Ibid , ,  N'ovember 26, 1668.  
-
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Dr. J .  B .  Yo'tlllg; Knoxville Negro physician, ran tor t he legislature 
as floater for Knox and Sevier counties in 1869.  Uis announcement was 
made as an advertisement in the Whig. In this, Young stated that he stood -
" square on the Stokes platform .. " In t he same issue the Whig made an at• 
tack on Youna ' s  morals in a story headed ''A Gay LothBrio, "  alleging that 
the- candidate was the recent father or an illegitimate child.66 
During 186.9 East Tennessee Negroes '  politi cal i'ortutlas declined 
sharply. They were betra;yed by Brownlow, by Senter 1 and by some of their 
own leaders . Brownlow supported Senter,. Senter ignored the- l BJi and per ... 
mitted ex-Confederates to vote, and the Negro proprietors of the Maryville 
Republican took an uncle-Tom course, sWitching from stokes to Senter. 67 
'l'he victory of Senter brought a period of Bourbon reaction, and most or 
the constructive legislation of the Radical regime was swept away. w. B .  
Scott, Jr. ,  Negro editor o£ the Uaryville Republicap after its political 
shift, visited NashvUle after t he  eleotion. He was r eceived cordially by 
Senter, Andrew J ohnson, Dorsey B .  'thomaa, Henry Cooper, Asa Faulkner� and 
other Democrats and Conservatives .  They gave him " every assurance of their 
appreciation of our oour,se during the late political oanvass . •68 'l'heir 
appreciation was oot expressed in tangible fonn, however) the Negroes not ' 
only did not receive anything from the Democratic legislature ,  but even 
that vilich they already had was la:'gely taken a'\tq. 
66 �, July 21, 1869. 
61 T«rlor1 Ne&£21 pp . 69-10. 
68 Maryville ReRubli�an, October 2..3, 1869� 
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Negro education had its beginning in this period. Be.fore the war ,  
it had been illegal to teach a slave to read or write .69 Nor had any steps 
been taken to eduqate the .free Negro. The first stepe to remedy this sit­
uation were taken by northern benevolent societies .  Several o f  these be-
gan operating s-chools for .t'x"eedmen in East Tennessee in 1864. An example 
of such activity wa.s the United Presbyterian Mission in KnoXVille. R .  J• 
Creswell opened a school tor freedmen in 1�, 1864, and enrolled more than 
one hundred p�ila, teaching d.q and night claa8es. In the fall the United 
l 
Presbyterian Church took over the responsibility for the school and employed 
Creswell ' s  sister aa an additional teacher. This school operated for five 
years and served as a sort of forerunner of Knoxville College. During its 
lire, it encountered typical opposition and difficulties . Its classes 
were first held in the P'irst Baptist Church on Oay Street . Compelled to 
vacate , the school moved to an old blacksmith $hop for which a rental of 
$20 per month was paid. In the fall of 1865 the mission board purchased 
an old government building for $l8o, but before the school could be occupied, 
someone burned the building . The following year, a regular building was 
erected. Shortly thereafter, local Negrophobes warned Creswell to "close 
up his nigger school and go North. " Instead, Creswell appealed to Governor 
Bro"lmlow, and through his in.t'luence the leader af the gang 'Who had warned 
Creswell was forced to apologize .7° 
69 Wiker, Negro1 p.  22 .-
70 Historical Sketch of the Freedmen •a llissions of the United 
Presmirian Church{ 1862-1904 {kiioxville 1 Prlnting Department of 
!noxv . e College, '64), pp. 22-2) . 
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Early :in 186.5 the Freedmen ' s  Bureau was set up by Congress .  One of 
its principal activities was the promotion of educational activities among 
Negroes . In order to do this, the Bureau cooperated ldth the various ben­
evolent societies.  Among those operating 1n East tennessee wel"e the western 
Freedmen • s Aid Commission ( Cincinnati) t the Northwestern Freedmen t s Aid 
Coumission ( Chicago),  the Pennsylvania Freedmen' s  Relie.f' Assoeiation, the 
Old School Presb,yterian Commission, the Indiana Freedaen • s  Commission, the 
tinited Presbyterian Freedmen' s  Association, the AlD.erican. Baptist Home 
tissiona.ry Society,. and the American Kissionary Society. These organiza ... 
tions employed the teachers and paid their s&laries .71 The Freedmen ' s  
Bureau cooperated by helping the societies locate teachers, paying their 
transportation, and making provisions for school bUildings, either by 
renting or building. 72 By late 1865 there were 24 teachers working tor 
benevolent sooieities among the freedmen of But Tennessee. The number of 
plipils enrolled during August and september ot this year 1r1L2 1704� 73 
In 1866 the largest Negro school 1n Tennessee was located in Chatta­
noog� This was a normal or high school named for the head of the Freedmen • a 
Bureau, Deneral. Howard. At the beginning of 1866 the s chool had an enroll­
mez;lt of near]¥ 1, 000 pupil� and employed fifteen teachers . 7.4 
7l H. L. Swint., ed. 1 "Reports !'rom Educational Agents of the Freed­
men ' s  Bureau in Tennessee, 186.5-1870, " 'TGnnessee Historical Quarterly, Vol. 
l: (Nashville r Tennessee Historical Society, 19421, p .  56. 
72 Pierce, .Freednlen ' s  Bureau, Pl h  76, 99J Taylor, �, P •  170. 
7) Swint, "Reports of Educational Agent s ,  u P• $6 .  
74 f�lor, legro1 p �  172 .  
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The in.f'lux of so many missionaries was bound to irritate the natives 
somewhat . This .feeling was not confimd to ex-Confederates ,  o r  even to 
Conservatives . Brownlow himself was quoted by a Nashville paper as stat ing 
that 11 Union parents "  were not prepared to see all their churches and school 
houses turned over to " upstarts from the North, " who; being out of employ­
ment, conceived the idea of " i:mmortalizing the negro ,. n75 
East Tennessee Negroes t ook a leading p art  i n  the agitation for 
public schools .  one evidence o f  this· i s  the following petition presented 
to the legislature qy the colored citizens of Greeneville : 
'l?he wcm ha.s set us free J but, as yet ,  we are without the 
means of makin this freedom a blessing to us . In order to use 
our freedom for our own good,. and for the go od of s ociety, we 
must be educated, christiani zed . 
The first thing we need is a schoolmaster. Before that 
can possibly be obtained, we must have a schoolhouse . In order 
to get a s choolhouse, we are reduced to the necessity of build­
ing one . This ,  without aid, in our de.stitute condition, we can­
not do . \'Ie w::mld, therefo re ,  humbly present ourselves before 
your honorable bo� as petitioners , and most respectfUlly ask 
your assistance in getting this new and most desirabl e stat e  of 
things inaugurated . 76 
On llaroh 5, 1867 , the l egislature passed the law entitled "An Act to 
Provide for the Re .. organiz.a.tion1 Supervision, and aintenance of Free Com-
mon School s . "  This act included a section which provided for the establi sh ... 
ment o f  common schools for lJegroes in districts having 25 or more Negro 
children o f  s chool age• If attendance fell below 15 in any one month, the 
15 Dl.U'ha.Jn, Ed uc ation in Tennessee During Reconstruction, pp • .50....51. 
76 Senate Journal, 1866-1867 , p . 200. · 
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school was to be �osed tor a period not to exceed .tive m.onth8 •. 77 
The i'ollowing year was one of great activity in an atmosphere or 
racial tension as far as sehools were concerned� the Conservative press 
waged a rather cautious campaign against Negro schools.. One of its ta� 
tics was to charge teachers of Negro schools with immoralitY +: 78 other 
tactics employed by the less subtle in-elude4 bunung schoolhouses, whiP"' 
ping and insulting teachers and forcing thellt to leave the conununities 
Where they taught •. 79 
Some of the no.ti ve white people were zdli tant in their detense of 
education tor Negroes, however ., ln the state tee.chera t convention held 
in November, 1867, J •. A •. Doughty, member of the lowrer house of the state 
legislature from Anderson and Campbell counties declared himself, accord­
ing to the press,, 11£or the most radical measures• letting expediency • •. •. 
go to the dogs •. " He said the Negro deserved to be admitted into "all our 
common schools •. �t He 'COtlQluded by saying that "We must come to recognize 
the colored folks as lllen and brothers, and not let a miserable prejudice 
keep .asunder what God had joined togetber •. "80 . Another speaker at the con ... 
vention was the Reverend J •. A •. H,yden" a preacher and teacher frolll Athens. 
He supported Doughty ' s  position and said he did not believe in being ex­
pedient, "but went for the right regardless of the eonseqll$ncee •. 11 Sineo 
77 Acts of tennessee•, 1866.1667,. p ., 39..,. 
78 Fr&e Press,. Hove'ber 24, 1867 .. 
19 Eaton; Report, p .  14 •. 
80 Free Preas, November 16,: 1867 •. 
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education without di�tinetion because of eol..or was right, he felt it nec­
essary- to tavor it. 81 
In 1668 there was a gradual shitt. of some of the Negro schools from 
the benevolent t,focieties to the state common school system. 82 Both the 
Freedmen t s Bureau and the benevolent societies oontir1ued to maintain contact 
'With the scho�ls they had nu.rtured. 8.) !he Freedman ' s  Bureau sent super­
visors to inquire into t� uonditions of Negro education and to promote 
support for it among white teachers and citizens in general . 
George t. White, a mGber .of the te.culty at Fisk and organizer of 
the originBJ. Fisk Jubilee Singers, served as visiting supe:rvitJOr to E;aat 
'Tennessee in February 1 1869. His report is probably the best deseription 
of Ne�o education 1n East Tennessee during reconstruction. 84 
White was instructed ta visit the meeting of the East tennessee 
Teachers ' Aasooiation in Knoxville in order to cons-ult with county super• 
intendants and other p ersons interested in education and afterwoards to. 
visit whatever areas in East Tennessee might seem of mos t impo-rtanc� in the 
promotion o! Negro achools . He arrived in l(noX:Ville,. Februar;y 9; and 
81 ):bid •. , November 16_, 1867 . 
82 Whig1 September 16, 1868 . 
83 Swint, Northern Teacher, p. 6. 
84 Swint, "Reports of Educational Agents• "  Uilless otmrwise indica­
ted, the material of thia and the next ten paragraphs is from White ' s  report 
to the Freedllen ' s  Bureau,. February 2 5, 1869, pp . 70..74, in the article 
cited. 
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attended all sessions of the teachera t meetin , which lasted !rom Tueadq 
through the following Friday- night . The Negro teachers were excluded from 
the meeting, but White arranged 'fdth the Knox County superintendent to 
have a meeting of the colored teachers for the purpose of organizing their 
own association. Only six or seven colored teachers �re present, but this 
was good attendanoeJ since there were only eight colored teachers in the 
public schools of the county.85 The county superintendent and White addressed 
the teachers. Both urged organi zat ion, and White advised the!!l to bring 
their advanced students into the t eachers • organization. Another meeting 
was held with all c olored people interested in education. this was described 
as a ttrousing meeting , ,.  and was addressed by Professor Ogden of Fisk, a Mr. 
WAters of Chattanooga, and White . 
White found three colored schools in Knoxville. T1VO of the se were 
held in the basement of churches and t he  other was the Creswell school . The 
latter was 1n bad repair, ani iftlite recommended Bureau aid in rebuilding it . 
From Knoxville, White went to Anderson County vtl ere h:! .round but one 
colored t�ohool . This was taught by a colored teacher, Miss Daffin, who 
was described as "an energetic and faithful t eacher, who is exerting, 
throuc;h her school, a vdde influence for go od am:>ng both mite and colored 
people. u  There were 64 Negroes attending this 60hool. Since Anderson 
County had a Negro scholastic population of 2111 11hite held a meeting to 
urge the building and organization o.r two more sohoo·ls .  
85 Eaton, Ret,JortJ p.  clxxxxiv. 
86 Ibid.J p .  coiii . 
U2 
In GreeneVille, White .found a large Negro s chool ta-ught by t•o white 
' 
ladies !rom Netr 'York . The local colored people had bought the lot, and the 
Freedmen ' s  Bureau had helped tl'Bu put up the building. The latter was 
still unfinished and lacked equipment . Over 100 pupil1;f were enrolled, and 
maey' of these had to bring something to eit upon fran home . Greene Co11Ilt;y 
had a Negro cholastio population of a bout 600, of whieh about 217 were in 
school . Twt:> s chools were being taught under the new state law in the oounty. 
No school tor colored had been opened in Jonesboro when White made 
his visit . Rowever, there ha.d been three schools opened in the county 
(Washington) Wlder the state law. Sullivan County h ad  but one c olored 
school; although there was one in Virginia over the state line at Bristol , 
White held a meeting at Bristol and instructed the colored peopJ.e on how 
to go about bull ding a school house . 
After returning to Knoxville Whit visited UaryvUle and addressed 
a large meeting of colored people in "the new school building ,  late:cy­
erected in part by aid from the Bure:u. t.t  He also conferred with Profes­
s ors Lamar67 and Bartlett of Yar.yville College . This institution had 
a.pplied to the Freedmen ' s  Bureau for aid . In order to get consideration 
its board of trustees had opened the doors of the college. to Negroes . 
Three colored stments 'Were in attendance at the time, but they lllere taught 
in separate classes from the whites . White diagnosed this situation as 
tollows s  
81 I.amar was tAl. so Blount County Superintendent ot Schools. T.aton1 
Report 1 p .  clxxxxiv . 
· 
Thi.$88 was accounted for to me by s¢ng that there are 
no other students 1n the college ot the same dqree of �vance• 
ment . This mq be true in their case. but from conversation 
1d th melllbers or the Board of Trustees and others interested 1n 
the sehoo�, I am led to believe that there is e. disposition on 
the part of some of their members, as a matter o£ � to make 
a distinction in the school in favor of tre ihites;-wtuch ldll 
be equivalent to shutting out the colored people . The professors 
in charge of the institution have taken t� right star.d in theory, 
and it i s  to b$ hoped that their wise coDII't1a!ld will prevaU, thlt. 
they may succeed practigally, in putting the s chool on the sound, 
liberal bat,tis proposed . tl9 
ll) 
White then visited Bradley and Hamilton countie s .  He found Super­
intendents A. E. Blunt of Bradley am E.  o. Tade of Hamilton very cooper... 
ative . Bradley had three colored school houaes , and five more were 
projected . Four Negro schools had operated in Bradley in the tall of 
1868. Nearly half of the -"egro scholastic population was attending s chool 
in both !ra.dley and Hamilton. While at Chattanooga Whit had an interview 
with J .  T .  Wilder, the iron nw.gn te .  The la.ttar promsed to build a com• 
bination church and s chool for his Negro employee at Rockwood. 
�e Negro school at Clinton was destroyed by an incendiary in �ch. 
1869 . Two nights later a citizens ' meeting cond.emned the· outrage and re­
solved to help the colored people rebuild their sehool . The sum of $140 
� subscribed at the meeting, and subsequent collections ware supplemented 
86 The segregation of negroes . 
89 A state law prohibiting co-racial education and aimed at M� 
ville College was passed 1n 1901 ,  J .  c .  Battagl�, The Social and Econilmi.c 
History of Maryville Since 1890 (Master 1 s thesis , Oni versit y or Tennessee, 
19.36) , P• 56. 
by the Freedmen1'.s Bureau. the result was that the school was rebuilt, and --f 
classes were in progress a�ain within a few weeka.90 
Dy Sept�ber, 1869, aocordins to reports of county superintendents, 
142 Negro schools had been opened in East Tennes.see . 91 Over 6000 92 pupils 
had been enrolled out o£ a. colored soholastie poptilatton of lJ1534.9J 
One of the first acts of the Democratic legislature elected in Aug­
ust, 1869, llS to :repeal tihe Brownlmv school law. Education in the common 
schools d.ecl;t.ned rapidly, and b.r the middle of 1610 there was not a free 
school for Negroes in ES.st Termessee. 9lt 
Apparently ag:reement was eneral on one subj ect . E'lerybody trom 
abaolitionist crusader to Conservative Negrophobe desired t£� Ne ro to be 
religiolW . The Conservatives thought of religion as a device t o  divex-t 
Negro ,snergy and zeal frcm. such dangerou.a things as political activity . 
Revivals were welcomed by the Conservatiw press, for in them a politicalls• 
inclined iegro W.ght be moved. to return to the su.brnissive,. Uncle-Tom atti­
tude of pre-war days . !n Knoxville the Press and Herald made this comment 
on a local revival :. 
The colored citizens of Eastpoint and Shieldstown have 
had a re'Vival during the past week . A number of the ungodly 
lfel'e convinced o! the enormitie s o£ tbeir sins, and publicly 
90 Swint, "Report of Educat ional Agents , "  P •  l-'6 · 
9l i!aton; Report, P• olxxxiv. 
92 Ibid. -
9) Ibid. ,  P• oov. 
94 ;::t; "Report of Educational Aaent$,.u p .  166 .. 
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declared their intentions to withdraw from the (teyaf/ league, r 
and &erve the Lord the rest of their life . 95 
For the Negroes th$I11Sel vea the churches presented opportunities 
tor developing practical religion, Which often mean; politics . Before 
I 
the war there had been no independent Negro religious organizations .. 
Such organizations had been considered dangerous to the institution of 
slavery, especially si:nce Negro ministel"s had been known to incite slaves 
against their masters in some 1nstanoea .• 96 During reeonstruction in ... 
dependent organizations ot ttl.al\1 deaominations came into being. In most 
oases aid was given by white church organizations in the North . Typical 
of such developments was the .founding o£ the First Colored Presbyterian 
Churoh 1n Knoxville. In MC\Y, 1865., the General Assenbly of the Presby ... 
terlan Church, meeting in Ne'' York, sent a 'Whit e llliniater to tnOXVille . 
This minister organized the First Colored Presbyterian Church on Septem­
ber 4, 1865.J with e even members . A colored chaplain became pastor in 
Februa.t"J, 1866. For a time the conuregation mot in the Firat Presbyterian 
Church, vacated by a pro-confederate pastor. Later a local businessman» 
Perez Dioldn.son.. allov;ed the ttegroes to hold services on his back porch 
and in his back yard. Fra:n there they moved to a private dwelling . Fin ... 
ally enough money was raised to erect a church building on Clinch Street at 
a cost of $3500,.97 
95 Prese and Herald,, October 10, 1868. 
96 Taylor, Neg�o, P• 2o5. 
97 Rule, Knoxville, pp . 434-43$ . 
ll6 
While Baptist and Congr.egational as well as Presbyterian Churches 
wero .formed in East Tennessee, the ethodists were the most numerous . 
The Tennessee Conference of th� African ethodist Episcopal Zion Church 
lT.aS organized in Kno�le . Uost of ita members were in East Tennessee . 98 
In 1667 it had 1.3 presiding elders , 33 deacons,. 14 preachers, and 402 8 lq 
members and o fficers. Ita first annual conference made plana for the 
establishment of a theological sGIDinary at Knoxville . 99 
Perhaps the Negroes were attracted to the thodist Church by its 
alle ed liberalism. This was tested at the Knoxville meeting of the 
Holston Annual Confer·enee in 1867 . When the communion service las held 
some Negro ethodist present came forward wd p artook of the bread and 
wine . Conservative White llethod.ists were aghast , e:ij>ecially when Southern 
Methodists us d the incident to belabor their Unionist co-religionists . 
The Methodist leaders met the attack with so othing less than forthright-
ness . Rev. Thomas Pearne excused the incident by sqing that the 1egroes 
too communion without in�tation .. 100 
.Much has been made of the hostility of nat ive whites of East Ten-
ncase tow d the egro. A Freedmen • s Bureau. official reported that 
11 among the bitterest opponents of t he Negro in Te.""ll essee are the intensely 
9B 'l'aylor, Negro, p .  214. 
99 Free Press, Novembe� 17 , 1 867 . 
100 Ibid. , October 30; 1867 . -
ll7 
radical loyalists in the mountain district. n101 General Fisk himself spoke 
102 
of the extreme hostUi ty of loyal East tenneaseans to the Negroes .  J. 1'. 
Trowbridge stated that "East Tennes.see9Its 1 though opposed to slavery and 
secession, do not like niggers J "l03 
Such test�o� seams to this writer to exaggerate the anti-Negro 
sentiment in. East TetUleasee.  suoh sentiment undoubtedly existed in some 
degree among most ·of the people . But to Sllff that it existad to a gr.eater 
degree--or even to an equal degree .. here as compared with elsewhere in the 
state is to ignore the main currents of the evidenC'e in the situation , East 
Tenness�ans dominated the government that passed the reool'l8truotion ).egia­
lation favo-rable to the Negro .. Apparently more nat1 ve whites participated 
w1 th Negroes in the Loyal Leagues of this section than was the ease els a­
where in _the stat e .  There also seem t o  have been more oases of Negroes be­
ing elected to office in East Tennessee t.han e lsewhere. Therefore, it 1110uld 
seem more oonaistent with the t!fol1d evidenc•, as oppos.ed to mere anti-Negro 
gossip, to say that a more sizeable minori-ty of native whites in East 
Tennessee were 'Willing to grant the rights o� citizenship to the Negro than 
in any other part of the iatate. 
101 Walker, Negro, P •  14. 
102 Ibid . ,  P• ll . -
lOJ Fleming,. Doollllien� Histo!Z, Vol . I, P• 81 . 
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